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opment, though T think that the British delegation, hp their 
opposition to the resolution, rendered a definite semi* and 
succeeded in getting sope of the points in the original resolu- 
tion more clearly formmlated and that their intervention also 
defeated a tendency to proceed to the opposite extreme and 
underrate the extent of industrial development which is taking 
place in spite of the imperialists in some colonial countries. 
This subject of indnstrialisation of the colonies is of more 
than theoretical interest in Great Britain For some time 
previous to the Sixth Congress there crept into the writing of 
practically all tbe leading members of the British Party the 
theory that British capitalism was deliberately neglecting the 
basic industries of Great Britain while stimulating the develop 
ment of similar industries in the colonies. Tbe delegation did 
not put this forward at the Congress bat there is no donbt that 
this theory was present in the minds of many of the Megation. 
To accept this theory would be, of coarse, to make a capital 
mistake in relation to the eronomic and political polity of 
British capitalism. It m l d  lead us to m d m t e  the drive 
towards rationalisation of the basic industries in Great Britain, 
which, in spite of tremendous obstacles, is going steadily 
ahead. T t  would also lead as to underrate the possibility of 
acute diverpncies for a time between native mlonial capitalists 
interested m developing a native colonial industry and British 
capitalism' s interest in retarding that development. 
It is perfectly clear, however, that the British delegation 
did not support the theory of " de-colonisation " in the sense 
of assuming that the British capitalists were likely to Imsien 
their present tight political control of the cotooies, substituting 
for it an alliance between the 3xitish bourgeoisie and the c o b  
nial bourgeoisie on the basis of increased self-gomment on 
the lines of the White Dominions to countries like India. 
Tn addition to this thesis the discnssions contained in Nos, 
2, 74, 76, 78 and 81 of the " International Press Ccrrespon- 
ence "' should be read. This thesis and the discussions 
which taok place at the International Congress constitute an 
education in revolutionary tactics which no active worker can 
afford to neglect. 
J.R.CAMPBBLL. + 
from Worked Librtsrg PublMerre, 8a b b  
j 
Inmdlldm I 
~ W G E S  IN TRE IPJTERMATIONAL SITUATIOH 
I. The Sixth Congress of the Communist hiternatid 
National and Colonial 
d adopted at the Second 
m e  as a guiding line 
her work of the Commnnist Parties. Since the 
other hand, the vast colonial and ~ a ~ l  
of industrial develqment, the intensification of 
sis, the growth of the proletariat and the be- 
of its organisation, the panperisation of the mass of 
antry, etc. In part also the basis is ta k f o d  in 
in the internati-1 situation; on the w e  hand, the 
tered by the lading imperialist Powers 
the world war and in the post-war crisis of world 
~ m ,  and afterwards, as a xesult of +the imprialist 
" the intensi5ed rapacious aggressivenew of the 
policy of Gratt Britain, Japan, the United States, 
,W3& q g a  ; ?q& Istp +u4 t + * n e -  
Rtipdi EQ& an impii. F 1st ;nto an .n@-jmpri@st 
~ 2 ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ c d t b ~ l c ~ o f 1 b e  
Saviet Union In defence of their indqxndeuee, the -ample 
of the mlntionary solution d the natimal questiw in the 
Sovie Union and of the r ~ ~ o l u t i o ~ ~ g  influence of the work 
' 
of bdding ap k a l i s m  there, and, furthermore, the streng- 
thening of the Commallist movement in the capitalist m a -  
tries and the activity d this movement in the defence of the 
colanies. 
All these circumstances immeasurably accelerated the 
process of the political a d e n i n g  of the vast human masses 
in the c o l ~  and semi-colonial countries, and led to a whole 
stria of i m m n t  r e m l ~ d q  m s s  . ~ $ s ,  in most cases, 
moreover, on the h i s  of a close-bit, chatacteristic a s h a -  
tion of the anti-imperia2ist aumcipatory struggle with the 
dedopmeut of the forces of internal class struggle. 
2. Of Grst-rate international importance was the CLinee 
rewlrrtion. shooting down of the Chinese wqkers in 
Sbang4ai w May 3oth, 1925, was the signal for the lettipg 
loose of a revolntionary wave nntil then unparalleled in China. 
The most important indlrstrial centres of ChinaChangId, 
Tien&, Hankow, Canton and the British colony of How- 
wg-were the arena of a mass moluticmq strike struggle 
which cslled forth an answering wave of mass peasant revolts 
again& the Chinese hdlords and gentry in the d dis- 
tricts. Already, at this w l y  stage af the wide national- 
molutimary frat ,  the national btygooisie attempted to 
limit the revdntimary stmggle ~~dusively  to m h  national 
$&a as the 6ght againsk the imperialists and the anti-im- 
perialist boycott. Almost simnltaneonsly with the rise of the 
A rewlutimaty wave, the mter-revolutim began to organise 
its forces (Chi- Kai Shek's cmfi d'ktat in March, 1926, 
the firing on student demonstrations in Peking, the formation 
of a tjgbt group in the Kuomintang, the start of the struggle 
-., against the peasantry in Kwantung and Kwansi, eke.). The 
B~rth&n Ezepedition, which began in the sumher of 19~6, 
the capture of a namk of provinces a d  the defeat and dis- 
w t i m  of a whole series af reachmy militr)rist groups, 
were accompanied by an enormws growth of the m a s  mow- 
matk (the seizure of the Bzitish mmtessions in a n h  a d  
b, the send sffj.ke ia Shm~Ui, tki& &$&#@& 
U' forth the counterfmolzlti~ary cmfi I d  tab of Chiamg 
Rg?&dependent activity of the walcers in the straggle 
w, and above all the further growth of the peasant 
-t, - which developed into agrarian revolrttim, ,fled 
! 7tVuhan Government. which had been established 
e fwoI<tiona~ wave, however; was near to 9t18sidacc. 
ik the cmrse of a number of u~risings (the r i d  led bv 
kt& still strow t~ t a r  Gie from thehands of the 
r%rialists, bourgeoisie and Iandfords, and in this way to 
rt' the defeat of the revolution. But in this thev were 
the leadership of the 'petty-burgeois wing of the 
intang, to RO over to the camp of the: c~lnt~-rewItltion: 
g and Ye-Ting, and the &asan; nirisings ig~un&~ 
. Kwantsmn and Kiannsu) the w o r b  class and 
cant parliamentary reforms introdacud. 'in 
&:and the estabfishtnent of the dictatorship of the wmk&s 
.+ 
-@I wasants* t * 
'& religions sects and castes, and' which was- expressed iq' 
' 
fusion of the Indian National Conprress Lmnm of the 
. .  . NewMheless, a strong ferment, eqressiag iW in 
@ 8 & ~  of revoldonmy o u t b d s  against British i m w  
@, was p d d  m m g  the masses of tfit ~ d i a n  aei P * --. 
* .  
Tb R m o t u ~ ~ ~  Mown& im fks C o h h  
the strtig&e of the Turkish people 
rim great anti-impesidist movement 
ended in the betrayal of the muse of 
by the Indian kottrgeoisie, which in the main was 
tqmr before the xising wave, of pe 
a h  by the works' &ikm against native 
mllapse of the national ~ l p ~ r y  
gradual decline of bourgeois n a t i d m  enabled British in- 
perialism once more to xetarn to a policy hindering the in- 
h t r M  development of India. The recent meamma of 
British i m m m  in India show that the objective contra- 
dictions between British d d d  mofiopoly and the tendencies 
in the direction of the i n d w d a t  economic development of 
India are h i n g  more a x e n u  from p r  to year, and 
are leading to s new mltltionary crisis, 
The r e d  k t  to British damination comes, not from 
tbe but from the growing mass mwwnult 
of the Indian workers, which is &loping in the formi of 
hrpscale strikes; at the same h e  the accentnation of the 
&sis in the village bears witness to the maturing of an 
a& revolution. AU these phenomena axe Ieadiag to a 
radical tramfarmation of the whole political situation in India, 
INDONESIA 
4. In Inda7mmia Dutch imperialism is compelled in am 
ever-increasing degree to give its more powerful neighburs 
(American and British imperiatism) the opprtunity of im- 
p t i n g  foreign commodities and foreign capital into this 
colony. Thus Dutch imperialism itself in Indonesia is actu- 
ally more and more compelled to play a subordinate role, as, 
so to sap, that of a "commissimaire" who at the same time 
is compelld ta perform the functions of a policeman and 
executioner. The immediate impulse to the insurrection 
which brake out in Java in November, xgzd, was given by the 
economic h i s ,  and the resulting worsening of the conditions 
of the mass of the population, as dl as by the cruel re- 
pression exercised by the Gwcrriment against the natiomal- 
rmIati,anary movement. To a consihbIe degree tht re- 
' . H ~ c a t i o n "  of the w e s ,  have in no way improved tlae 
hd i t i ons  of the working d o n s  of the people. The con- 
-cuing m o d  crisis in the country, esycially in &e 
md rubber industries, the capitalist oBmave with the object 
-of wmsening the conditions of labourl and growing unempby- 
mat,  create the objective ~ n d ~ t i w s  fm the inevitable 
new rising of the masses of workers and peasants d n s t  tfie 
d i n g  impsialism, 
MOPTHEBES AFRICA AN13 SYRIA 
UTrn rn,SRICA 
Q. The gruwing wnomic and military e-upnsioo QE 
Sprth American imperialism in the countries of Latin A m h a  
, i s ' ~ ~ ~ g  this contherit into one of the most imprhnt 
m-g phws af the antagonisms of the whde imperialigt 
dmial gy+n. The d - c e  of .Great Brit&, which bfw 
the war was the decisive idrteace is these cmntrk, a d  
which d d  many of them to the position of semisoloaks, 
since the war by r &!il greater depend- 
~ m a m c r o f  i t d n m ! w d ~ c t o f  
'rsplw, Worth American imperialism is c o n a g  &c 
.- mws in the. d mtrieg, & 
-,- 
. . 
bQi its *d~l m@Ol~.asd 
..t,(lia i m e - t i m e c w  me the ather. m a ,  
ve palicy of Ameriem i m m m  is more and m m  
.&Wgg .on b &a- of mrdisgtlisdt violen*, passirig over 
'@M mnect itlteiventim (g.g., ~ i c w $ w ) .   he n2d0d-  
emancipatoxy struggle &at American imperialism which 
has begun in Latin America k tak.irig place for fie most part 
under the leadership d the petty-bourgeoisie, The national 
.boapoisie, which r e p ~ t s  a thin stratnnz of the popda- 
tion (with the amption of Aqptise, B d l  and Chile), and 
whi& is wnoected, on the one hand, with the big hnd- 
mcrs, and, on the other bad,, with America eapitd, is 
in the camp of the comter~m1uGon. 
The'pd~dcan molutim, which k e n  as a ~ ~ 0 1 u t i m  
peasant struggle for land against the landownets and the 
charch, at the same time to a considerable degree assumed 
the cbrwter of a mass struggle against Am&- and British 
impahzism, and led tu the formatian ,d a gavemment of the' 
petty-bourgeoisie, which endmwtmd to keep itsew in power 
by means of amcessions to tbe big landowners and to North 
Amerian imperialism, Tke p a s a d  risings, strikes of war- 
kers, eke., in Ecuador directed against the government of 
the landlords of the GuayaqPil hykers and c ~ f n d a l  bour- 
geoisie, ended in a military mafi dVfat and the establishment 
of a military dictatorship in xgag. The series of military 
rev~lutiaos in Chile, the W l l a  war in Nicaragua a&st 
North American Imperialism, the series of r i s i n ~  in South 
B d l ;  the uprising of the agridtwal labourers in Pata- 
gonia and Argentine, the revolt of the Indians in Xlolivir, 
Pem, Ecaadar md Colombia, the mutinies a d  p - h n e o ~ s  
general strikes and mass demonstmtions in Venelnlela and 
Cohbia ,  f i e  mass antitiimpriakt mcwement in Cyba and 
throughoat the whole of Central America, Culombia, etc.- 
all the= are events of the last few gears which bear witness 
to the wjdening and deepening of the mlntion,&ry 
and, in particular, to the e w - h a g  pqular indigmtiun in 
the Latin Amerian c o d e s  against, world imderialisrn. 
7. h the nzprjority of casw imperialism has up b, now 
swxded in b W y  s a p p s s b  d the remlntkmq-movg- 

d f i t e ~ n a t i d ,  in aeir turn are supporting and will 
mom and-m~re ffectively sapport in deeds the mmncipatory 
m g l e  of a11 the coloaisl and other dependent peoples ; they 
~fxe' the only sure bulwark of the cokia l  peoples in their 
"straggle for final liberatioh from the yoke of imperialism. 
Mhermore, the alliance with the U.S.S.R. and with the 
revoltttioflary proletariat of the imperialist countries, creates 
for the toiling masses of the people of China, India and all 
other colonial and semi-ioolonial countries, the possibility of 
an independent, free, economic and mrltaral development, 
avoidkg the stage of the domoimtion of the capiialist system 
or even the development of capitalist relations in g a d :  
Thus, the whole perspective of development of the 
colonial peoples is bounded by a new framework in the eporh 
of im@alism, of wars and of revoltltion, an e p h  in which 
is born the pr01ebian dictatorship. Since the analysis of 
c~utempmwy world economy as a whole in na way leads to 
the perspective of a new prolonged period of flourishing capi- 
talism, but, on the contrary, leads to the inevitability of the 
overthrow of capitalism, which has alreudy M l l e d  its pro- 
gressive l4storicaI role, has already become a brake on farther 
development, is already in process of disintegration (and 
giving place to the proletarian dictatorship, e.g., the 
U.S.S.R.), and is leading htunanity to ever new catastrophes 
other colonial and semialonial countries, the possibility of 
a nwapitslist path of development for the backward colmies, 
the possibility of the '*growing-wer" of the hurgeois- 
demomatic revolution in the leading coIonies into the prole- 
tarian socialist revolution with the aid of the victorious prole- 
tarian dictatorship in the other countries. Under favourable 
objective conditions this possibility is converted into reality, 
whereby the true path of development is determined by 
struggle and by struggle alone. bnseqnently the theoretical 
and practical defence of this path, and the mast self-sacrificing 
struggle for it, is the duty of all Cmmmists, In connec- 
tion with this perspective there arises before the colonies also 
the problm of revolutionary power on the basis of S*kts. 
Thus all the h i c  qtlegtions of the revoZutionary move- 
ment in the colonies and semicoIonies are found to have 
iinmedirrtc connection with the grerrt epoch-making stmggfr 
*een the capitalist and socidist systems-a struggle which 
at present is being conducted by imperialism against t h  
U.S.S.R. on a world scale, and inside each separate capitalist 
';copt- betwem boarpis  class d e  and the 
- .  $mvlsLent. 11 , I  , In this straggle the m+pemtion of the r e o o l n t i d  1 1  4 
e t  of the whule -Id and th~,tding.~j++~-# 
t h ~  colonies represents s e  .guqntee d ww 
imperk1ism Xu this strnggle epejr conflict between two 
imperialist States and war of the im@&sts agabt the 
_U.S.S,R., must be atilised in the colonies for the mobfiis~tion 
.of the masses and for drawing them into a decisive stmggle 
,against imprialism, for national emancipation and for the 
viktory of the workers and peasants. 
I Tb Rmlutionary il4mmmt iPs the Colonies 
me F-rer of Colonid E c m m d a  
and of Impdaht  C O W  Policy 
MPECTS OF XMPERIdLISJr IE3 THE COLONlBS 
9. The recent history of the colonies can 0n1y be under- 
stood if it is looked upon as an organic constituent part of the 
development of capitalist world economy as a whole, begin- 
ning with its earliest forms and ending with its latest stage, 
viz., imperialism. 
In proportion as capitalism more and more strongly 
draws the immense colonial areas into the sphere of its world 
economy based on exploitation and profit-bunting , there is 
seen, reflected as in a mirror, in the economic and political 
history of the c010ni;ll and semi-colonial countries all the 
characteristic features of the so-called "civilising" and cul- 
tural mission of the capitalist mode of production and of the 
bourgeois social order. In particular, it reveals with merciless 
accuracy all the methods and practices of "primary capitalist 
accumulation." Its policy of conquest and oppression, un- 
surpassed in cruelty, bound up as it has been with colonial 
robbery and punitive expeditions, with opium wars and 
piraticaI raids for the c a m ~ s o r y  provision of the native 
populations with Bibles, whisky and other trash, as con- 
ducted hy the most Christian countries of Europe and 
America, was one of the most important factors which 
hastened the collsolidatiun of the capitalist structure. 
In spite of the disgnsting lies of the imperialists and of 
their reformist lackeys WcDondd, Otto Bauer and Co.), 
who maintain that imperialism "educates the backward races 
for prosperity, progress and culture," the transition to the 
epbch of monopolist capitalism in no way lightened the yoke 
weighing upon the many millions of the mass of humanity in 
Lhe colonial countries. The devastating consequences every- 
where brought about by capitalist development, in particular 
in the first stage of its existence, are reproduced in the 
colonies to a monstrous degree and at an accelerated rate, 
owing ta the penetration of foreign capital. The progressive 
results of capitalism, on the other hand, are, for the most 
part, mmpleteIy lacking in the colonies. Where in the 
colonies the ruling imperialism is in ncecl of social support, it 
! cfiro&r ~ t o m t t k ~  a d  , , I 
-;&st of dI allies itself aith the rnbg straw 
, mhl M u r e ,  with* tbe feudal lords 
..and money-lmdimg 'bwgeqisie, against the 
..peaple, E m h e r e  imperialism a m  to 
b m t u a t e  all those -pitalist formg 
[@lly in the villages). which seme as the 
existence of its r h o n a r y  allies. The 
,in thee  muntries are cwx 114 to pay f" for the upkeep of the rdi itary, pol 
- appratus of the colonial regime. The p w t h  d famines @d 
- epidemics, pa&cular& anlong the pauperid peasantrg, tke 
mass expropriation of the land of the native ppulatim, the 
'inhaman conditions of b k  (on the planbtims and minm 
of the white capitalists, and so on), which at times are wm+ 
' thm open slavery--all this exerts its devastating elTed bn 
the colonial population sad not infrequently leads to the dying 
out of whole nationditities. The "cuIttu7al mk" of the im- 
-@list States in the colonies is ia rcireitlity expressed in the I- 
role of an esecutioner. 
TO. Tn the colonial camtries it is necessary to distin- 
gttish b c e h  those colonies of the capitalist cmntries whkh 
b v e  served them ss colmising regions for their surplps p@- 
Won, and wvch in this way have herome a cantinuattion of 
their c a ~ ~  system (BusMia, Canada, etc,), and th& 
, danies which me exploited by the h@kts primarily as 
markets for their cgmrnadities, ols sour= of f r w  material errid 
'as s p h  for the exprt  df capital. This dQStinctim has not 
only a historic bat also a p a t  economic and political q- 
aificance. Tfie colonies of the first type ou,& bds  of 'theu 
&n&d development, k a m e  '%hioxis," that is, m-s 
nf the given imperialist system with equal, or nearly 4, 
fights Capitalist development kprudaces among the white 
population the class strattpne d the mehpfis ,*  white & 
'native pcrpnlation was, 'for the most a, extednated. There 
cannot be there any talk of the co I nial regink in the f&n 
ethat it shows itself in the mlonia d the second tgpe. Be: 
these two tgrpes is to k found a transitional tyPe (in 
&s forms) where, alangdde< tbd numekons native *- 
,- -t+ eriats a v a y  'mnsiderable $apuMun of whih 
7ca10hsts (Wth kifria, New ZesIrmd, Algicm, etc.). , 
bourgeoisie, which has come from the meipalis, in essence I 
represents in these countries (emigrant colonies) nothing else 
than a colonial extension of the bourgeoisie of the metro- 
polis. The interests of this bgeois ie  coincide to a consider- 
able degree with the colonial interests of the metrcphs. The 
metropolis is interested to a certain extent in the strerigthen- 
ing of its capitalist subsidiary in the colonies, in particular 
when this subsidiary of imperialism is successful in enslaving 
the original native gopalation or even in completely destroying 
it. On the other hand, the competition between various im- 
perialist systems for influence in these semi-independent 
countries can lead also to their bxeaking off from the metro- 
polis and even to a union with the competitors of the latter. 
These reasons frequently compel imperialism to reconcile 
itself ta a certain political and economic independence of its 
agencies in such colonies (Dominions), which arise on the 
basis of its united and native strength iu relation to the 
corresponding impdalism. 
PARASITIC NATURE OF IBlPERL4LISY 
x x .  The imperialist colonial regime is essentially based 
not only on economic pressare but also on the ex-ra-economic 
compulsion of the monopoly of the bourgmisie of the im- 
perialist countries in the corresponding dependent countries. 
This monopoly, however, =presses itself in two basic func- 
tions: on the one hand it semes the purpose of merciless 
exploitation of the colony (various forms of immediate and 
indirect exaction of tribute, sap-profits in connection with 
the sale of its own industrial g a d s ,  with the obtaining of 
cheap raw material for its own industry and with the utilisa- 
tion of very cheap labour power, etc.) ; on the other hand, the 
imperialist monopoly serves for the preservation and develop- 
ment of the conditions of its own existence, the functions of 
s r s h m n t  of the colonial masses. 
In its function as colonial exploiter, the d i n g  imperialism 
in relation to the colonial country acts primarily as a parasite 
sucking the b l d  from the economic or& of the latter. 
The fact that this parasite in relatian to its victim represents 
a swiety with a highly developed cultare makes it a a much 
the more powerfal. and dangerous exploiter, but, from the 
point of view of the colonial country, this in no way alters 
the -c character of its fanction, Capitstlist exploita- 
tion in every imperialist country has proceded by way of 
Colelaiai Ecmwmks a d  Policy ' x& 
, h e  d d ~ p m e n t  of ptoductiw forces. The @k c b k k & 3  
1 famts of capitalist exploitation, put into aper&tion by 
same British, French or orany other baargeoisie, in the Wj 
analysis hinder the development nf the productive f m  of 
khe colonies edncerned, The h n g  through of the mi&- 
mum of constructive activity (railways, Earburs, etc.) is in- 
dispensable both for military daminatim in the roantry and 
for guaranteeing the uninterrupted activity of the taxation 
machine, as well as for the trading needs of the imperklist 
countries. Agricultare in the colonies is compelled to a con- 
siderable degree to  work for export, but peasant eeonom~t is 
thereby by no means liberated from the oppression of its gre- 
capitalist features. As a general rule it is converted to a 
"free" trading economy by means of the stsbordination of the 
pre-capibkt forms of prodt~ction to the needs of finance- 
capital, the deepening of pre-capitalist methds of expbib- 
tion through subjection of peasant economy to the yoke of 
rapidly developing trade and usury capital, the increase of 
tax burdens, etc. Tbe exploitation of the peasantry is m- 
d,but the productive methods of the latter are not 
improved. As a general rule, the industrial working up of 
the colonial raw material is not catrid out in the colonies 
themselvs, but in the capitalist countries, and prhdly  in 
the metropolis. The profits obtained in the colonies are, for 
the inost part, not expended productively, but are sucked out 
of the country and are invested either in the metropo1is or in 
new spheres of expansion on the prt of the imperialism con- - 
d. Thus the fundamental tendency of mlmircl exploita- 
tion acts in the direction of hindering the development of the: 1 
productive forces in the colonies, of despoiling them of kh&r 
natml riches, and, above all, of exhausting the resemea of 
I 
hunzan productive forces in the colonial countries. I 
I . i 
DWELOPMEXT RINDERED BP lMPERfiU,XSM I. 
12. Inasmuch, howwer, as colonial expIoitaticm pre I 
supposes a certain encouragement of the development of p m  
duction in the colonies this dedupment, thanks to the im- 
perialist monopoly, is directed on such lines and accelera@d 
only in such a degree as -ponds to the in- of b. 
metropolis, and, in particular, to the inter- of the 
slervation of its colonial monopoly. It may muse o part & 
the peasantry, for example, to pass over from grain 
., 
tion to the productio~~ of cotton, sugar or mbbw (ml 
14 TIM Rrdutiona y MovesrrsnE in tL Coloni& 
Cub, Java, mt), but this takes place in d a way and 
by such meam that-it not only in no way c ~ r r e ~ p ~ n d s  to the 
isrkests of the independent economic development of the 
colonial country, but, on the contrsry, still farther streng- 
thens the dependence of the latter on the imperialist metro- 
polis. With the object of widening the raw material base for 
world imperialism, there are created new agricultural c~ops  
in the place of those destroyed by colonid policy. New 
systems of irrigation are constructed with the same object 
in view in the place of the old ones that have been destroyed, 
and become in the hands of tbe imperialists a weapon for in- 
tionships which are partly created by colonial policy itself. 
1 
creasing the exploitation of the -try. With a view to 
widening the internal market, attempts are anderkakw to 
adapt to the capitalist m d e  of prodnction the agrarian rela- 
Plantations of varioas kinds serve the iater@& of metro- 
politan finance capital. The e q l o i t a h  of the mineral wealth 
of the colonies is conducted in accordance with the needs of 
the m e w l i t a n  indastry, especially its need to pat an end 
to dependence on sources of raw materials in other countries 
to which the monopoly of this imperialism does not extend. 
These are the main spheres of colonial production. Only 
where mamifacture constitutes a veiy simple m e s s  (tobacco 
industry, sugar refineries, etc.) or where the of tram- 
porting raw material can h considerably deer-4 by the 
first stage of manufacture king performed on the spot, does 
the development of production in the colonies attain cornpa- 
tively large dimensions. In any case, the capitalist enter- 
prises created by the imperialists in the calonies (with the ex- 
ception of a few enterprises established in case of military 
needs) are predominantly or exclusively of an a p r i a n a p i -  
talist character, and are distinguished by a low organic com- 
position of capital. Red industrialisation of the colonial 
country, in particular the building up of a flourishing en- 
gineering industry, which might make possible the indepen- 
dent developmeat of the productive forces of the mtrJr ,  is 
not accelerated, but, on the cwtrary, is hindered by the metro- 
polis. This is tlie essmce of i ts  frclsctim of colmial mslave- 
t m t  : the colonial country is compelled to sacrifice the in-. 
terests bf its indepdent dwdopment and to play the part 
of an economic (agrarian-raw m a t e d )  appendage to foreign 
capitalism, wbich, at the expense of the IaEKnuing c h s  
of the colonial counlxy, strengthens the emomic and pali- 
Cobrial E c m ~ r z i h  a& P o f e  ' 
#&d power of the &pidist 
* mmopo1y of the fatter 
. 
as compared with the rest 
. . ' ~ o s t  as the " c ~ m ~  opitalismvs of 
most clearly d ~ m & r a k d  its n 
-ion of the old wi 
pmxkly in itB 
the mast c h a m c ~ a t i c  side of the dcczy of imperialism, its1 
essential featme of usury and parasitism, is especid1ly d d y '  
rmdd in its colmial ecofiomy. The enhvour of the gr& 
h@l& Powers h adapt td an ever-increesing dew fb& 
rrxonqwlkd cohics to the needs of the capitalist wnomF 
A of the ~ ~ s ,  not mIy wakes the & d o n  of the 
hditiomf economic strtlcttlre of the m d i p o u s  eolunial m u -  
lutim, but, side by side u*ith this, leads to the d&tra&m of 
&u equilibrium between separate branches of production, 
d, in the h a l  d y s i s ,  kads to an artihhl retardation of 
the'ddmbpment of t,h productive f o m  in the colonies. 
A 4pnera1 tewieac~ on the part of all the metqolitan 
centres is the endeawur to draw the mlmy into¶ and make it 
st subdinate cmstituent part of, the particular imprialkt 
siptan concerned, h order to guamte the l a w s  em& 
supremaq, and so as *s to able, cm the one hand, to main- 
tPlin it in +tion to &her imperialist systems, and, on the 
h d ,  to cut ofE tlie tolony f m n  immediak relatias 
with world economy as a whole, arxd to keep to them- 
'tlit function of intermediary and s a p m  regnlatm In all its 
ecmo& retations with the mter world. This m d a c y  d . 
the imperialists to strengtIren the one-sided dependence of the 
colonies leads to a growth of corngetition between the differat 
imperialist Powers and international tmds,  etc. 
As cwditionrd by these Jrcrunstaam, the development 
of capitalist refationships anit of the &~rp&t&m of the 
n w s a  of the people in the colonies assumes very varied 
xlilmvn- OF T m  P%ASdrnZIY 
13. Inasmuch as the ovemhelrhing mass of the colonial 
population is connected oPi& land and lives in the villages, 
the plundering character of the forms of exploitation of tbe 
piantry made of by imperialism and its allies (the 
- d w  of I a n d m s  and &ading-mmr$ capitat) *paires a 
spch11y i m m t  J$Pihmce. Owing to the interfmce . 
of imperialism (fmpoc4ition af bt im ,  import of iitdtwkid 
A 
&wn the metropolis, etc.), tbs drawing of the village 
kb sphere of monetary and trading economy is acrom- 
p"icd here. bry a process of panperisation of the peasantry, 
de$Wwkioo. of village handicraft industry, etc., and proceeds 
sit a much more rapid rate than was the case when the same 
*s took phce in the leading capitalist countries. On the 
other hand, the delayed industrial development in the mloniea 
has pat sharp limits to the process of proletarianisation. 
This e n o r ~ ~ ~ ~ s  disproportion between the rapid rate of 
destruction of the oid ~ 0 ~ 1 1 8  of emnomy and the slow develop- 
ment of the new has given rise in China, India, Indon&, . 
Egypt, etc., to an extraordinary "pressure on agriculture," 
and to agrarian immigration, rack-renting and extreme frag- 
- 
mentation of the land cultivated by the peasantry. At the - 
same time, the whde burden of the previous feadal ar smd- 1 feudal conditions of exploitation and bondage, in m e w h a t  
"madernisd," but in no way lighter, forms, lies as before I 
on the shoulders of the peasantry. Capitalism, which has 
included the colonial village into its system of taxatim and 
trade apparatus, and which has overturned pre-capitalist re-. 
lations (for instance, the destruction of the village commune), 
d ~ s  not thereby liberate the peasants from the yoke of pre- 
capitalist forms of bondage and exploitation, but only 1 
the latter a monetary expression (feudal services and rent in 
kind are partially r e p M  by money rent, while payment 
of taxes in kind is replaced by mwey taxes, and so on), I 
which still more increases the snffering of the peasantry. To 
the "mistance" of the peasants in their miserable position I 
comes the as-, robbing them and under certain conditions I 
(e.g., in some kalities of India a d  China) even creating a 
hereditary slavery based on their indebtedness. 
Notwithstanding the great variety of agrarian relation- 
ships in different colonial m t r i e s ,  and even in diBerent 
parts of one and the same country, the poverty-stricken posi- 
tion of tbe peasant masses is almost everywhere the same. 
Partly owing to uneqnal exchange, and partly to direct ex- 
ploitation, the peasants in these corntries are not in a position 
to raise the technical or organisatiwal level of their economy. 
The productivity of their labour, as also the demand for it, 
is falling. The pauperisation of the peasantry in these coun- 
tries is a general phenomenon. In India, China and Indonesia 
the pauperisation of the peasantry has reached such a heigbt 
that, at the present time, the most characteristic figure in ih 
- 
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, . 
is the poor peasslpt, &nost or e4 
not infrequently sdk ing  -. 
is here hardly connected in any way 
aitare, but servedi wly as a mcam fox 
&s from the peasan&. There is Ereqaently to lx f w . ~  
hierarchy of many stages, consisting of landlords wd & 
' lwtdlords, parasitic intermediate finks betwem the la- 
..mltivator and the big 1asdcu~tle.r ( % m i n k )  or the ;St9%. 
.we ancient systems of 6 c i a l  higation, which in theee 
mpntries is of great importance for agriculture, thanks to the 
L t d m m c e  of imperialism first of all fell into decay, q$ 
when later they were r e - e & b M  on a capitr5ist basis, 
t4ey were found to k too d m  h r  the p-ts to nwke 
d. Famines became a more and more frequent v. 
' The peasant finds himself completely helpless in the face of 
elpidemics and various kinds of elemental misfortune. Wide 
masses of the peasantry a r e  thrown oat 9f the graaess of pxo- 
duction ; they have no chwws of finding wmk in the t o w  
and r d y  find work in the villsge, where tbey develop into 
miserable coolies. 
This poverty-stricken psition of the peasantry dm&s 
sit the same t h e  a crisis in the internal market fpo; ied?@ry, 
.which in its turn ~ ~ t s  a powerfd obstacle ta tbe c&- 
wt development of the csrrlntry. Not only the gatbnsl tiow- 
&sip of India, China, Egypt, etc., bat dso imgeriplispl 
i td f  is sessile of this w a n t  misery as WI o w e  in $k 
path of the expansion of their exploibtioq ; but the w m m k  
and political interests-of both of them are SQ closely bow 
with large ownership, as also with e g  and usury mipi s 
-h the village, that they are not in a position to mmy throqgb 
- -a a&n reform of any wide significance. 
; Peasant domestic produdion and artisan @ion be- 
mmes more and more disintegrated. The 8"' evelopment of 
'*de creates an important siratam of native trading bow- 
.@ie, wGch fulfils also the fundons of purchasing am%, 
_qsprw, etc. Tbe predominmk and hegemony of tradiw 
@ asury capital, in the specific caditiom sf m2amial 
m a m y ,  delays the growth of i n d d a l  capid, In t4e 
for the inkrnal market, national capital qpin :gqd 
i@p meets with the competition of imgoxted fkp csphl 
fSp the colonial coofltq iWf and the dzudhg i4fl- pf 
&eq 'ast relations iii the dl-. In spik of A, thexe das arise in certain h d e s  of 
1 
T k  Ri~~trc t iaaq  M w ~ t  in &hg Colon& 
$ &€3*1-t indo.try ( M y  light indnstrg). Ndonal 
-&@bl:*dtiod ~ ~ e i n t o ~ ~ d b e g i n t a d e -  
'' - The pitifal attempts at carrying tlimgh agrarian re- 
'W krithmt: damaging the c o M  regime are intended to 
facilim the gradual c w ~ o n  of d - f a d s 1  landownership 
hto capitalist Isndlmdism, and in certain ases t~ a b l i s h  
,a nmmw strattun of h k k  psmts. Tn practice this d y  
W tu an wer-in~rtaGng panperktion of the w e x w h h -  
k g  majority of the peasants, which again, in its tarn, pats- 
lysw the development of the inkma1 market. It is 
w the basis of t h e  contradi- economic proecsw that 
the most important &a1 forces of the c o l d  rnovaumb 
have their development. 
13. In the period of impdaSism there stands out with , 
apemI prominence the role of h c e  capital in the s e h m  
of economic and pBtical monopoly in the wlonies. This 
especially finds expression in d G t e  wnomic canseqaences 
d t i n g  from the export of capital to the cubics. The 
exported capital here flms predominantly into the sphere of 
trade, it functions mainly as flsuriotu laan capital and it par- 
gaes the task of g h g  and k g t h e n i n g  the qqmmiye 
apparattrs of the irtlpwklist State in thc colonial c o m e  (by 
the aid of Stah loans, etc.), or of achieving hU control wer 
the -Ned independent State wgans af the native Bolu- 
geoisiic in the m1oniaI countr ia .  
The export of capital to the ml&s hastens ihe develop 
, 
m a t  in them of capitalist relations. A @W of the ex- 
porEed capital, dapatched to the coIony for productive pur- 
p w s ,  does in part conduce to an aderatian of hdwtrid 
dewlopent  ; by no means, homef, in the dimdim of in- 
dependence, but rather in a direction which s&en+ the 
dependence of colonial ecmorny on the finance capital d the 
I imperialist cont&y, In gen-1, im- capital is coa- 
centrated in tke colonies almost exdusidy for the extraction 
i 
and mpply of raw materials, or for tbe fast stag= of Wr 
u ~ t i o n .  Expmkd capital is nsed also for -tending the 
system of commanicatiotls (Mways, s h i p b d b g ,  harbour 
mks, etc.), thus facilibting tbe transpart of raw mamid 
and binding the mlonia more closely to the mebpZirs. A 
%marite form of investment of capital in agrimltxm is in 
Cobzdal Emits and Poticy x9 
Ppige plantations, with tbe object of cheap l00d 
'gbducb and the m o n e p o h t h  d va6t m m e s  of mw 
mwtkal. The trimsfemwe b the m e t m p h  of the pa- * of the sarplas value extorted from the cheap laboar 
p e r  of the colonial shw retards to r m m p d h g l y  
degree the upward g m d ~  of the economy d the 
dmid  countria and the devehpmt of their prcduckive 
bus,  and sema as an obstacle to the economic and poUGrol1 
'&pation of the wlonim. 
Another hasic feature in the mutual d a b  Wween the 
capitatist States and the cohial m t r i e b i  is the endeavour 
bf variops monopolist groups of fmame mpital to monopolise 
&e whole externat trade of the separate c o l d  and semi- 
mhiaf mntr ies ,  and in this way to dmrdiqate to their 
control and reg-alstiw alt fhe channels which connect the 
mlmial economy with the world market. The direct indmme 
of this m w o p o l i s h  of o f a 1  trade by m few monopolist 
exporting b e  m the aottrse of capitalist dwdopment in the 
colonies is expressed, not so mach in the development d a 
n&maL intcrua1 market, as in the daptatim of tbe scattered 
inhtsal c o l d  trade to the needs of aport, and -in the 
''bleeding'' of the national wealth ~f the colonial camtries by 
the impiaist  parasites. This p e d k  developntmt of 
e a f d  trade: bnds its @fit expression also in the form and 
char- of the imperialist banks in the colonia, which 
mobilise the savings of the native ~~a €?&fly for 
fimcing the foreign trade of the conies, etc. 
15. The entire economic policy of impdalkrn in rela- 
tin11 to the colonies is determined by its endeavour to p r e m  
and increase fheir dependence, to deepen thdr exploitation 
and, as far as possible, to impede their independent develop 
ment. Only mder the pregsare of s p d d  t5muWm- may 
the hwpisie of the impdaliat States find itself comfld 
to casperate in the devefopment of big indrrsky in the 
culonies. Thus, for example, requirements for preparation or 
mndact of war may, ta a limited extent, lead to the -ti- 
of &om enterprises in enginewing end ch&l ind* 
ia certain of the most strategically important wloniq (@.g-, 
b d w .  Competition on the park of more powerfdl c o q &  
tors may compel the metPopolis to grant d&nite comepsi* 
in of tariE poky, in which case it s&pakQ i'&- 
by means of pderatid duties, 
1 
rn 
,>1, 
. , a , , w t h . I ~ . ~ ~ - o f ~ f i g ~ d & & & & o f . t h e ~  , 
geoisiein hJoaIonial 'md aai- mantrim, espeddly 
' h@ds (of a rising -Iatimary movemat, metmqdb 
-tb a<-in degree, w&m its ecw~rnic pxess?m. But, 
i;tri;tri;tr&mre that t h e s ~ m i m r y  and, for the most pxt, 
I ?eba+momic c i m m s b m s  h e  their influella, the escF d c  p k y  of the impxklist Rowerra is immdately directed 
m t d s  repressing and -ding the economic development 
of the cdonies. finseqaently the development of the m M  
mmmmy of the c o I a h ,  and &ally &eir I n d u s t W d w ,  
the a2I-round independent Wopmexlt  of t h e  ind- can 
m l y b e d ~ i n t h e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t k e p o ~ o f  
hp&lism. Thns the s- ch&w of the d m h p m ~ t  
of the colonial caaatries is especially mpmsd in the fa& 
that the p w t h  of pmdtdve faces L mW with -e . 
Wed@, s p m o d i d ? g ,  artI%&Ely, being l imia  to in- 
dividual hnches of indwhy, 
The inevitable result of this 3s that the pmmrc of fm- 
~petkdisrn on the colonial &nd aemi-mlmial cmntties is rapro- 
dmred each time in P higher degree and evbkes an wer more 
pwtrh?  resistwce on the part of the i c i a l ~ d c  fattors 
a 
migiaating from imperialism its&. The mtinwl hindrance 
to independent development more and more deepens the 
antagonism of the colonis1 p p l w  Txl relation tp impdabin 
and 1 4 s  to revolt~thnary crises, boycott rqwements, 
nationalist xevolutionary i n d o n s ,  etc, 
Chi the one hand, the, immimt ubjeetiw mtra.dictims 
In the capitalist d ~ ~ ~ n t  of the mI&s bemat streng- 
thened, which itself deepens the mtradictims lxtween the 
;?tlcpmdent development of the c~1onie.s and the Ltersts of 
the bourgeoisie of the irnperidist State ; m the other had,  
the new capitatist form of exploitation bring into the arena 
a genuine revolutionary force-the proletariat, amand which 
the many millions of the peasant masses &Ip moxe and more 
str~tlgly ia order to offer organid miatam & the yoke of 
finance capid. 
All the chatter of the imperialists and their lackeys about 
the palicy of de~)l&satiw being cartied though by the im- 
@list Powers, abut -tion in "free devd-t of 
'the colonies," meab i tdf  as nothing bat an hptialisf lie. 
It a of the utmost ~ ~ c e  that Cmmaists, both in the 
kpdali.st and in the coldal ~ t r i e s ,  should empI&elp 
expose this fie. 
Communist and Tactics in Chha d 
Similar C d d d  Cmmtrimi 
TASKS OF THE DSMOCRATIC UVOLUTION 
I 
16. As in all colonies and semi-colonies, so also in China 
and India the development of productive: forces and the social- 
i s a h  af hbour stands at a comparatively low level. This 
eixcumstance, together with the fact of foreign domination and 
also the y c e  of powerful relics of feudalism and pre- 
qicalist dations, determines the character of the immediate 
I stage of the moluti on in these cauntries. 1i1 the revolutionary 
movement of these countries we have to deal with the bw7- ) geois d m c r a t i c  molutim, i-e., d the stage signifying pre- 
paring of the prereqnisites for proletarian dictatorship and 
d a l i s t  revolution. Corresponding to this, the following 
I kinds of tasks can be pointed out, which may be eonsidered as 
general bask tasks of the bourgeois democratic revolution in 
the colonies and semi-cdlonies : 
(a) A shifting in the theationship of forces in fawttt. of 
the proletariat : emancipation of the country from the poke 
of imperialism (nationalisation of foreign c o f l c e s ~ ,  mil- 
ways, banks, etc,), and the establishment of thc national 
unity of the country where this has not yet heen a t b h u l :  
draw of the power of the exploiting classes at the back 
of which imperialism stands : organisation of SmMs of 
workers and peasants : establishment of the didtorship of 
the proletariat and peasant* : consolidation of the hegemony 
of the proletariat. 
(b)  The c a q h g  through of the a g n h n  m l n t i m  : 
emancipation of the F n t s  from all pre-capitalist and 
colonial conditions of exploitation and bondage : bationalim 
tion of the land : radical m e a m  far alleviating the p a s i h  
of the peasantry with the abject of estabIishing the c h a t  
possible economic md political union betwwn the toara and 
village. 
(c) In mmspmdence with the fnrther dmlopment of hw 
dnstry, transport, etf., attd with the accompanying @ 
, of the pmletdat, the w i d e q m d  dmlopmmt-d m t b  
organisations of the working eIass, strengthening of &sWt 
I 
L 
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m a  Party and its conquest of r &xu lading pition amon@ 
the. toiling masses : the achi-t of the eight-hoar by .  1 
(d) Establishment of +&I rights for mtidties and of 
sex q n t a I i q 8  (equal rights for women) : scpm&on of the 
church from the State and the abolition of caste distinctions : 
political education and raising of the general cultural Icvd 
of the masses in town and country, etc, 
How far the bourgeoisdemocratic rwoltltion will be able 
in practice to realise JI its basic tasks, and how far it d l  
be the case that part of these tasks will be carried into &kt 
only by the socialist revolution, will depend an the course2 of 
the revolutionary movement of the workers and peasants a d  
its successes or defeats in the straggles against the imperial- 
ists, feudal lords and the boargeoisie. In particular, the 
emancipation af the colony froxu the imperialist yoke is 
facilitated by the development of the socialist xevolation in 
the capitalist world, and can only be completely m t c s d  
by the victory of the p&Zebrkt in the leading capitalist 
conntries. The transition of the m l n t i o n  to a socialist phase 
demands the presence of certain minimum prerequisites, as, 
for example, a certain d&ite level of deve10pment in the 
country of industry, of b-ade union organisations of the 
letariaf and of a strong Commtlnist Party. The m a t  im- 
pmtant is precisely the development of a strong Commaaigt 
Party with a big mass influence, which w d d  be in the highest 
degree a slow and diffitalt prmw were it not accelerated by 
the bonrgeoisdemmtic revolution which aIready grows apd 
develops as a result of the objective conditions in these 
mtries .  
CHARACTER OF COLOKIAI, DEMW'R.4TIC REVOLUTXON 
17. The bourgeois democratic revolution in the colonits . 
is distinguished from the lnmrgwis ammatic rcmlution in 
an independent country chidy in that it is organical1y h d  
ap with the national-emancipatmy struggle against imt 
perialist domination. The national factor exerts cwsiderablu 
infltrence on the revolutionary process in all colonies, as well 
as In those rmi-mlonies whm imperialist enslavement I 
already appears in its naked form, leading to the revolt of the 
mass of the people. On the one hand, national oppression 
hastens the ripening of the mlntionary classes, strengthens 
the dissatisfaction of the massea of workers and peasants, 
facilitates their mobilisatiw and endows the revolutionary I 
ss revolts with the dem 
lpntrine popular revolution. 
fa&r is able to iduence not 
ltltion are even more considerable than in the boargeoisie of 
an independent country (s.g., the R d n  bonged& in 
1905-17). It is very important, in accordance with the W- 
crete circumstances, to investigate very caefdly the special . 
influence of the national factor, which to a considerable d p  
. determines the special character of the c o l d 1  rwol~tim, 
and to take it into account in the tactics of &e Communist 
Along with the national-emaflcipatw.g. struggIe, the 
' agrarian rmbtiolr constitutes the axis of tbe 
demmratic revolution in the chief m1mial count&. Cwse- 
qnently Communists must follow with the greatest atten* 
the development of the agrarian crisis and the inkwihtion 
of class contradictions in the village, they must from the 
k g h i n g  give a consciously-revolutio direction to the 
dimtisfaction of the workers and to the incipient peasmt, 
mmement, directing it against imprialid etgploitation 
bondage, as also against the yoke of the various preeapi- 
tafist (feudal and semi-feadal) relationships as a wdt 4 
which peasant economy is rdering, disinte-ting aad: 
perishing. The incredible ~ a r d n e s s  of agridtare, the . 
prevalence of oppressive rent relations and the opprasion, 
of trading-usury capital, represent the greatest hindrance b 
the development of pductive forces in village eaonomy in tbq 
colonies, and stand in monstrous ~ t r a d i d o n  with the highl% 
orgasised forms of exchange between the village agridturrrl 
prodaction of the colonies and the world market c m t d  
monopoly iinpddissa. 
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18. The national boecrgmisiil in these pohia1 
does not adopt a uniform attitude in relation to im 
d# The R ~ t h m y  & % w m ~  ififi. th Cdmtiss 
with the feudal aUie of imp&dism and the more 
l@dp p i d  native d6eiaIs. The remaining portims of the 
d v t  me&&, espcklfy tht potion reflecting the in- 
t&kb of native industry, s- the nationat movement 
&ti represent a special vacillating canpromising tendency 
wbkh may be desipted +is miionat ~ e f u m h n  (or, in the 
W m b g y  of the t h w  of the Second Congress of the b 
fiimist Internrrtional, a "hargmisdemmntic" tmdacy) . 
This fn-ediate position of the national bourgeoisie lk- 
Ween the rev01u~%ry and heam camps is no lolrger 
ta Ere OM, it is true, in China after x9as; t h e  the 
p a t  of the national bourgeoisie from the bpginhg, 
owhg to the special situation, took the leadership in thk 
~tbd*emancipatory war; later on it pa& over finally 
into the camp of counter-revolution. In India md Egypt we' 
st% m, f~ the time king,  th& typical boargeois- 
naWW movement- opportunist movement, subjmt 
ta v t  vaeirhtims, hlaacing between imperialism and rev& 
m. 
The independence of the couatq in rdatim to im-1- 
h, king b the advantage of the whole mtonial 
-ds also to the interests of the national botqpkie , '  
' btlt is in in-cfl&le contradidon to the whole* wnce of 
the imphlirst s y s b k  Vdarts nzttive capitalists, it is tnre, 
orwa by their 5mniedhke inWwta to a great extent bound by 
IMIWWS &reads to imperialist capital. Impxialiszn is able' 
ktly to ba.y lip a d a e i a b l e  portiun of thcm (it m y  be 
s m t e r  ion than hef'eaofore), and to create r 8" W i t e  m m  ore pssitiod, a p i t i o n  of intermediary 
ktk&r, sub-exploiter or aver&& over the enslaved pprrta- 
k. But the position of slave uwner, of monopolist supreme 
&&dter, im* resertres for i W  done. Indepndant 
d e ,  a future of "free" independent captalist development, 
m a n y  over an "indepedena" people-this imperiarli~m 
will never voluntarily yield to the national bourgeoisie. In 
this respect the contrdictjm of interests b e t w m  the mfiwa1 
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H i e  of fhe & d a f  mttatrp and ,imptiaIfsm its && 
m y  of a radical chmwkr. In this mpct da. 
Wih @itrchztiott on the part of the national b a r g d a  , - 
. The -native burgmi&, as the w d e r  side, again! ~d 
&n capitdates to h#e&lisrn. Its capitulatim, howevep; 
b not b i d  as long as the of clam revolution on the 
patt of tbe ma- has not become immediate, e t e  and 
rtlbtlscing. In order, on the one hand, to avoid this dm*, 
d, w the other hand, to strengthen its positim in r e h k  
to imprialism, btvgeois nationalism h these co ldes  strives 
to obtain the support of the petty-btmqpisie, atid in part 
also of the working class, Since, in relation to the workiig 
c h s ,  it has little papect of S U ~ S  (as s m  as the working 
class ia these comtri~  has at all begun to awake pofitically), 
it homes the more important for it to obtain sipport from 
the *-try. But j d  b is the weaks t  point of the 
colonial boprgeoisie. The wileamble exploitation of the 
colonial peasantry *can only be put an eod to by the way of 
thc agmrian reooluh, Tha h @ t  d China, India 
and Egypt is by its immediak interests, so closely bwd up 
with landlordism, with usury ap i td  and with the aploita- 
th of the peasant masses in general, that it bkw its,&and 
mot only @st the a p r i m  r e v o l u ~  bat also against e ~ u g  
W i v e  a&n reform It is afraid, and not withont foun, 
MOP, that eved the mere open formalatiom of the agrarian 
-qtl&hn will stimulate d sooelerate the gmwth of the 
pmws of revblutionary fe rmentah  in the psmt  maws. 
Thw the d d s t  bourgeoisie h d l y  dares to decide to a p  
pmch practically this b d c  usgeakt q-.
I f i d  it attempts by racarrs of empty nationalist phra-. 
snd e m e s  to Xreep the petty&otkrgeois masses under ib 3n- 
W c e  md tb indtlcc irn@lism to grant d i a  c u m -  
sisns. Btrt the imperialists dram the reins over tighter, and 
the natianal boutgedsie is incapable of ddaq  my setious 
resbbnte. A d i n & ,  the national bonrgeolsie in 
conact with imperialism attempts: on the one hand, to m& 
a mt show of their nationalist ''htmess" of principle, 
and, on the other band, they sow illusions as to the pod-  
Uky of a e l  coinpromiw with iwpdalistn. Though 
bnth &e ohe and thc o tW the masses h d b b l y  bxom disL 
i B d a e d ,  and ia thh wag thy  pdmlly ou.eZ1ve t k i r  re- 
famist illusions. . - 1  
:@j A ma-~ndemhnding d * di&mCe bfwwl CBe 
dd awd ~ - ~ t t ~  Wencjr ma 
W to a ~ ~ v ~ ~ ' *  @icy ih relation to thi h g d s k ,  
feu in T9S-W. 
(b) An d t i 4 m a t i m t  of fha sig~d6- wIhlcfw 
the boxxt.lpapis ~ ; ~ t i ~ ? - F e f ~ s t ,  ah , d i w  b m  tkk B d d -  
hqddist 'c-, m s e s ,  awing t& its Mss l&- ( n ~  
the rmks of the pittyhurgddt, peasantry md @ew a pw- 
t%n of t h e ~ ~ g - ~ c ~ ,  a*ltwkin the&rst&g&? of * 
-% =? Id t~ B;O sc&dan p1ky and ta tbe iwkdm 
4 f * ~ ~ ; s ~ U Z r e ~ ~ .  
19 both th- cases hsnB&nt &teation h -to &e 
redbation of pmidg the Wb which the h d  @otlgma 
d .the a u n + m  ZnteEnatba1 had w y  &&mck&d at9 
* W a * o f t b e ~ m b t P ~ s h ~ e m I * l ~ .  
a=, i ~ . ,  the WKS of s&hg.gh the lmmg&&&ti* 
matic rnmewnt b i d e  @ Wtm iWmf.. -W&hcmt 
& m g g l e , w i t k o m t t k l i ~ t i m ~ t h e ~ ~ ~ & e  
Maence of tbe kmm&#h?'#d of' *d-domiam, .the 
h s i c ~ a i m u f t h e C m m & m w m e z k t  in the 
 boor^^^ m l & a I 4 h #  kg&y 03 tkvr #ft?k 
ta- bk whieved. %Vithwat the of tb 
~ ~ ~ ~ k p a r t d & h  isthe Ewdhgvobof the 
Co-kt P e ,  the botugeohdem-tic rePhtion =m 
be c a d d  thoiqh b am end, not to s p k  of the s d d i s t  
remIutiml. 
R O ~ E  OF T= P B ~ Y - ~ ~ ~ I ~  dm PWWTR'ET M 
w. The petty-hrgeokk in the c o M  and- &- 
d d 1  ~ o m ~ ~ ,  phys i mq im-t role. Ik wJi& 
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of various strata, which in diflerent periads d 
e w o l a ~  movement play wry diverse 
1 artisam, who is hit by the competition of foreign 
:. g d s ,  is hostilely 
same time he is iater&ed 
his journeymen and a p p n a t k ,  and according1 y he is 
hostilely disposed towards 
m a t ,  At the same time, dm, he 
from the ercploitation of trdng 
exceedingly ambiguous and hopeless position of this stratnm 
of the pew-brrirr$eoisie determines its vacillations, and it- 
frequently falls under the Mnence of tltopkn reactionaries. 
The small t r a d e r a h  in town and village-is connected I 
with village exploitation through usury snd trade, and he 
dings to the old forms of exploitation in preference to the 
prospects of an expansion of the i n t a d  market. These 
strata, however, are not homogeaeotss. These sections of the 
trading bonrgeoisie, which in one form or another are con- 
nected with the oom#radoras, occupy a different position from 
those sections the activity of which is limited mainly to the r 
internal market. 
The ps tby-bourgeois iztelligmtsicr, the students and 
1 such-like, are wry frequently the most determined repre- 
senhtives, not only of the specific interests of the petty- 
bourgeoisie, bat also of the general objective intemsts of the 
entire national bourgeoisie, and, in the fist period of the 
national movement, they often come oat as the spokesmen of 
the nationalist struggle. Their role on the surface of the ' 
movement is comparatively important. TII general they can- 
not act as r e p m x n b t i v ~ s  of peasant interests, for the very 
I social strata from which they came are time and again con- 
nected with landlordism. The apward growth of the revoc 
lationmy wave may drive them into the Labour movemeat, 
bringing with them their petty-hgeois ideology of vacdla- 
tion and indecision. Only a few of them in the course of the . 
struggle are able to break with their own class and rise to 
am understanding of the tasks of the class straggle d the: 
proletariat, and to become active defenders of the interests 
of the latter. It frequently happens that the petty-bmgeda 
inteJl&uals give to their ideology u d s t  or even b- 
m d s t  coloar. In the struggle against impetialidlm they W e  
. 
played, and in such mtrk as 
now still partially play a revolnt 
- 1 
&'4Wg&b Mionary  tendencies in their ranks. 
tlid I m p  -of-extreme reaction or, at least, cause the ~ p r e a ~  
4 : Alongside of these e t a  there are to be fomd in the 1 d d l - t m s  considerable sections 6f urbmt #or, the pi- 
dbn d which abjdvely drives tbrn to tbe support of revolu- 
t i o i 1 4 s a n s  who do not exploit the labour of others, street 
kmdh,  anemployed intellactuafs, ruined peasants seeking 
I 
work, etc. Further, the colonial town, as also the village, 
has a populous section of "caolies,', semi-proletarians who 
have not passed through the school of factory production m d  1 
who live by casual laboar. 
I The fimant~, along with the proletariat and in the 
character of its ally, represents a driving force of the d u -  1 tion. The immense many-millimed peasant mass constitutes , 
the overwhelming majority of the popnlation even in the most i developed colonies (in some colonies it is go pcr ceat. of the , 
population). The many millions of starving tenant-culti- I 
vatws, petty-peasants oppressed by want and grmning under I 
all kinds of pre-capitalist and capitalist forms of exploitation, 
a considerable portion of them deprived of the psibi l i ty of . 
cultivation even on the lands that they rent, thmwn out fram 
tjne prmss of production iand slowly dying from famine and 
disease, village agricultural labourer+all these are the allies 
of the proletariat in the village. The pemntry can only 
achim its emancipation under the leadership gf the prole- 
tariat, but the proletariat can only lead the bourgeois- 
ckxtmratic revo1mtion to victory in union with the peasan*. 
f ie  process of class differentiation of the peasantry, in the 
cblonies and semi-colonies which possess imporhnt relics of 
feudalism and of pre-capitalist relationships, proceeds at a 
comparatively slow rate. N e d e l e s s ,  market relationships 
in. these countries have developed to such a degree that the 
+asantry already no longer repre-? a homogeneous mass, 
as far w their class relations are concerned. In the villages 
of China and India, in particular in -in parts of these 
cduntries, it is already possible to find exploiting elements 
derived from the pasantry, who exploit the peasants and 
village labourers through usury, trade, employment of hired 
labour, the sale or letting oat of land an rent, the loaning of 
M e  M agrienltml implements, etc. In p e r a l ,  it is pos- 
sible that, in the first period of the struggle of the peasantry 
against the landlords, the proletariat may be able to carry 
\ 
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with it the entire pensantry. Bnt hi the f d e r  development 
of the straggle some sf the upper d the peasan* m y  
:pass into the camp of mter-rcmhtim. The proletariat 
can achieve its leading wle in rekkiqn to the pasa,ntry only 
under the conditions af nnjlincbg straggle for its partial 
demands, for complete carrying mowh of M, agrarian revn- 
lution, and only if it will l a d  the atruggl~  of&e wi& masses 
I of the peasantry for a revolutionary ~ettlemenf~of the agrarian 
-tion. 
THE WORKING CLASS 
21. The woakima c h s  in the colonies a& sankdmie3 
has characteristic f e h e s  which play an im-nt & m 
the building up of an independent working& .anmamat 
and prolehrian class ideology in these cotrrctrb. T+ @e- 
dominant part of the colonial proletariat is &d- f ~ r l t b  
paaperixd village, with wbich the wrker iemab, in cdm- 
nection even when engaged in production. In the m a j e  of
colonies (with the exception of some large factory towns such 
as Shanghai, Bombay, Calcutta, etc.) we find, as e general 
d e ,  only a first $eneration of proletarians enga@ h hgc-  
scale production. Another portion is made up of the mined 
artisans who are being driven out of the decaying han&mfts, 
which are widely spread even in the foremost colonits. I\ht 
mined artisan, a petty owner, carries with him into the wkk- 
ing class a guild tendency and ideology wbich serves as a 
basis for the penetration of national-refmist influence i n b  
the Labour movement of the colonies, The mobile corn@- 
tion of the proletariat (frequent renewal of the l a b  force 
in the factories owing to uqoxkers retnrning to the villages 
and the inflaw of new masses of poverty-stricken peasants 
into production) ; the considerable percentage of women mid 
children, the numerous different languages, Uitemcy, &e 
wide distribution of' religious and caste p r e j a d i d l  m&e 
difficult the work of systematic agitation and propaganda a d  
retard the growth of class-consciousness among the WB~:- 
Pu'everthetess, the merciless exploitation, practised in the m e  
oppressive forms by native and foreign capital, and theta&k 
absence of political rights for the workers, create &e 0b.j~- 
tive pre-conditions on the basis of which the L a b  J- 
rnent in the colonies is rapidly overcoaLiag -all -h sad 
every year draws greater and greater mawm of the w r h g  
class into the struggle against the native qtg d &e 
imp&disu* 
* *-1 m 
which Mhwd the 
%he.mhrdinatim of 
* i n ~ o f t h c  
IEaW by the mtiv& Wr@6i&* 
$11 w n i s a t i ~ a l  c k a d w ,  they were m 1 1 g  rnganisd by 
pttplmrgds intellwhr& wbo d c k d  &e demands Eb abc 
wwhm to quation8 & a_f rn- stniggle. The mqst iq- 
prbmt h d s ~ c  d fie wmmd &d of ra#d growth 
d tk U h  m m t  ixz the C O ~ O I I ~ ,  the other h d i  
&e period which &W the Eft4 Co- d the mu- 
-~ ~ a l ,  wag khe ~~ of * wwking-&im 
d k h  d m h  into the palitiaal 9s an idqmdent dais 
km m y  m i n g  iMf b the nationaf a d  , 
~ g a p o l r i ~ g l c w 3 t h  the htterindefenceufitsm 
-8e c h m  in&-, and 4 h &e 
pevdatim as 9 whole. Thr! h i s h y  the W fm mrs k a  
ehr1y m&md thln e b m h m t ~  
3- 
* 
of &e new stage of the 
~~ rwdqkioa, && ,of dl in ,*e m q l e  of the- mt 
C h  r e d a h ,  a d  m- in the S a d w  in 
I*, ~ ~ b - ~ d t o w w e ~ i n ~ t I r c  
w c m m c t a o s  is liberating itxlf fmm the Wuettce of 
'st a d  d l d m n k t  Wers, and ia bebg em- 
mrtd htb a independent pliW factor in the q g l e  
again& the %ri&ish ianpddisfs a d  the nadm hgedde. 
zr. b d e r  d y  tn &etemahe the hmdbbe tasks 
vf the r e d v t f m ~  mvemst it i~ im-t as a stWhg- 
pint & t8fpe IPtO &@on fk &$vI~ of d m 4 d y  
attat& bp khe mmemst in #he se@rate colmial emt$w. 
The repohr&nary anmarid in China is ~ ~ e ; d  &wn 
the psent mowmat in India by >a series d mwnw a 
-, btmtwking the d s m t  d w  of mttui$ of 
fie .movement in the two COPltfriES. The p- e c e  
d lbe Chi- r@oldoa mxtst, mdoobtadly be m the 
rewal&mw$ Xllwem- in Xndf and &ler rnt~@mS mkn+l 
mmries. Bat Qt wodd be a com$&y m i s t a h  appU&doh 
- +&e C W  'epcrieme if, ut &e pwmt tittle ln India* 
&c, we were W fmamb* the imror@utd tasks, 
Conmumist Smegy and T* 1,' :e 
slbgans and hcti-1 metho& in e d y  the W 
phce in C k ,  far example, in the Wuhan a&,#& 
form in which it is mxsssuy to formulate b **w i presat time. The tendency to top  over the M t e b k & # &  ' 
adtics and m a 1  b k s  of the present stage of the;& - 
tionary movement in India, Egypt, etr., can d y  be hard&. 
It is necessary to atmy t h g h  mu& work ia the 
ap and consdidation of the Commmist P q  and 
udm mganisatims of the proletariat, in the r e v o 1 u W -  
of the tradle aaims, in the developmuit of economic 4 
political mass demonsixatims, and in the winning ovet d th 
masses and their lilxsation Erwz the influenre of the zmtbd- 
refoxmist bourgeoisie, kefure it is possible ta advance in them 
c m t r i e s  with defmite proqmts of success to the mliimth 
of smh tasks as those which were fully &d out in C k  
daring the Wuhan perid as the immediate task of the 
m g l e  of the working class and peasantry. 
!I%e in- of the straggle for the class rule of tB-t 
national bourgeoisie mmpl the most impwtant boar@s 
. partk in India and Egypt (S-jists, Wafdists) still to 
demonstrate their opposition to the raling ImprhIist-Wrrl 
blm. Although this o m t i o n  has not a redutiansrg Init 
a reformist and class-colhhtionist c h m c k r ,  this by rro - 
means signifies that it has nOt a spedal sigdim. The 
national k w i e  hw not the ignifamce of a f o m  k the 
struggle against i m p i d i s m .  Nmathdess, this bmrgmb 
reformist oppitiw has ib d special signihnce fox .tht 
deaelopment of the rtvolnhwy mwemnt-d d& both in 
a negative as well M in a positive mm-h so far w it 
pcwsesses any mass infitma at all. Its chief featme ia fh t  
R ex- a braking, ratavdiwg influam an the development 
of the revoIntimary movemeat, in ao far as it is 
in drawing the toiling masses in its wake and holding them 
back fmm the revoltttionaxy e g l e .  On the othe  hand1 
however, the demonstrations of the k g d s  o p p s i t h .  ( .against the f i g  im- t - id  k, evm if theg dm 
not have any deep fuundatim, can mat a certain acm- 
iduegce on the p-B of the pfithl awakening of the5& 
ma- of tohs; the concrete open a d & s  of the m&@- 
dmuis t  bmir@sie with impehlism, although. BWc 
significance in themselves, my, mder ~~~,~~ 
d M y  aexve ors the amse of the m n k a n g  d evm 
revoltltimary mass actions. 
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It is true the reformist hrgtoisie itshrf e n d e a v m  mot 
to allow of any such effect of its q m s i t h d  activities, and 
me m y  or another seeks to prevent it in advance. But 
whaews the objedve conditions e~ist for a far-reaching 
politid crisis, there the activities of the national-refofmist 
appsition, even their insignifmnt conflicts with imperialism 
w W  are least of dl ~~ with the real sciurce of the 
~ l u t i o n ,  can become of serious i m p t m c c .  The Corn- 
mtmirts must learn how to utilise ea& and every mnflist, 
to d d o p  such Wets and to broaden their significance, 
to connect them with the agitation for revolutiwary slogass, 
to spread the news of these d c t s  among the wide masses, 
to awaken these masses to iudepdent, qm manifestations 
in support of their own demands, etc. 
NATIONAL-BEFORlliIST DANCER 
23. The correct tactics ip the struggle &@st such 
parties as the Swwajisb and Wafdists during this stage mn- 
sist in the succe.~~ftlI exposare of their real national-~efodst 
character. These parties have d r a d g  more than oace be- 
trayed the n~tional-emaacipatory struggle. but they have not 
yet finally passed wer to the cowltar-revolntiwary camp in 
the manner of the Kuomintang. Thert is no doubt that they 
will do this later on, but at the present time they are so 
p d c u k l y  dangerous precisely because their real physi- 
ognomy has not yet been exposed in the eyes of the wide 
. masses of toilers. Far this exposme there is still nmdd a 
very large amount of Commanist educational wmk, and a very 
great d d  of new political experience on the part of the masses 
themselves. If the Cpmmptlists do not already succeed in this 
stage in shaking the faith of the toiling masses in the bow- 
p i s  national-reformist leadership of the national movement, 
then this leadership in the mmhg upward growth of the 
revolutionary wave will represent an enormous danger for 
the revolution. 
Consequently it is necessary, by meam of correct Com- 
munist tactics, adapted to khe d t i m a  of the present gtage, 
to help the toiling masses in India, Egypt, Indonesia and mch 
mIonies to emancipate themselves from the inflttene of the 
burpis parties. This is not to be achieved by any noisy 
phrases, however radical thcy may sound sttp&cially, about 
the absence of my distinction between the op@ti~aa1 
national-reformists (Swaxajists, Wafdists, etc.) and the 
British imperiat'i or their fwdsl e o o n t e r - r W & ~  
allies. The national reformist laders would d l y  bed& 
to make use of such a deviation in order to incite the 
against the C o m m d .  The maaes see the chief h- 
mediate enemy of national emancipation in the form of thk 
I 
impmidist fwdal bloc, which in its& is correct at this 
of the movement in Zndk, Egypt snd Indonesia (as far a;s on@ 
side of the matter is comemid). In the struggle against this 
rafing counter-m~lntionary force, the Indian, Egyptian and 
Indonesian Communists mast proceed in advane of all, tbey 
must fight more determinedly, more cwsistentlp and moxe 
resolutely than any petty-hurgeois d o n  or national- 
rwoIutionary group. Of course, this fight must not be waged 
far the organising of any kind of "putsch" or premature 
attempt at a rising on the part of the small revolutionary 
minority, but for the purpose of organisiog the widest ps- 
1 
sible strata of the masses of toilers in demonstrations and 
other manifestations so that in this way the active partidpa- 1 
tian of these masses can be guaranteed for a victmious up- I 
rising at a further stage of the revolutionary struggle. 
At the same time, it is no less important m d c s s l y  to i 
expose befare the toiting masses the n a t i m 1 - W  b- 
wter of the Swarajist, IVafdist and other nationalist ylartifis, I 
and in particular of their Itadem. It is necessary to expose 
their half-heattedness and d a t i a n  in tbe national dmggle, 
their berrgsinings and attempts to reach a compmmigc with 
British imperialism, their @QUS capituhtiw and camter* 
revolutionary advances, their reactionary r e s h s c e  to tk 
clasa demands of the proletariat and pasane ,  their empty 
p~ti~1al;st-phra8801ogy, their dissemination of handd ilk* 
sions about the pceful demlonisstion of at county and i their sabotage in relation to the application of repolutionq 
thods in the national-emanapatory struggle. 1 r I: It is necessary to reject the formation of any kind of J 
bliac between the Communist Party and the. lx&ma&d 
reformist opposition ; this dpes not exclude the formation d 
temporary agreements and the tomdinatkg of separate &id- 
ties in connection with detinik amti-impetialist demon&- 
tiom, provided that these drmonstratiws of the bmrgcdd 
o-itim can & atiliaed for the development of the maw 
movement, and provided that these agrecmente do not fg m y  
way limit the freedom of the Commlznist Parties in the 
of agitation ammg the .masses and 1mmg the mganSnts~ 
r: 
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of the la*. Of course, in this work the CommMists must 
know how at the same time to carry on tht most relentless 
ideological and political struggle against bourgeois national- 
ism and against the slightest signs of its influeace inside the 
L&mr movement. In such cases the Communist Party must 
take particular care not only to maintain its complete 
political independence and to make quite clear its own char- 
acter, but also, m the basis of facts, t~ open the eyes of tht 
masses of toilers who are under the influence of the bour- 
geois oppitim, so &at they will perceive a11 the hopeless- 
ness of this opposition and thc danger of the bourgeois d a o -  
cratic illasions that it disseminates. 
24. An inrorrect estimation of the chief tendency of the 
parties of the big national h g w i s i e  gives rise to the danger 
of an inmmmt estimation of the character and role of the 
petty-bourgeois parties. The development of these parties, 
as a general rule, follows a acotrrge from the: national-mlu- 
tianary to the national-reformist position. Even such mwc- 
m a t s  as Sun Yat Senism in China, Gandhism in India, 
SQrekat Islam in Indonesia, were originally radical petty- 
bourgeois ideological movements which, however, as a result 
of their serPice to the big bwrgeoisie, became converted into 
a bourgeois nationalist-reformist movement. After this, in 
India, Egypt and Indonesia, there was again founded a radical 
wing from among the difiereat p e t t y - h p i s  groups (e.g., 
the Republican Party, Watanists , Sarekat Ray at), which 
stands for a more or less consistent national-revolutionary 
point of view. In such a country as India the rise is possible 
of some new analogous radical petty-burpis parties and 
g r ~ s .  But the fact must not be lost sight of that these 
partles, essentially considered, are connected with the national 
bourgeoisie. The petty-burpis intelligentsia at the head 
of the parties puts forward national-rwoluhary demands, 
but at the same time appars more or less conscious as the 
representative of the capitalist dwelopwamt of their country. 
Some of these elements can become the followers of various 
kinds of reactionary utopias, but when confronted with 
fendalism and imperialism they, in distinction from the 
parties of the big national bourgeoisie, appear at the outset 
not as reformists but as more or less m o l u t i ~  representa- 
tives of the anti-imperk1ist interests of the colonial b u r -  
geoisie. This is the-, at b t ,  solong an ihe 
o f  the revolutiomry proms in the copotry does= L' 
the order of the day in a dehite md sharp sharp the +$ menM internal qwsthu of the b a n r ~ s - ~ 1 n t i ~ 1 ,  
lady the question of the realisation of the agrarian rwo1ral;kdn 
and the dictatorship of the proletariat and -antry. b I . 
this happens then it ustially denotes the end of the d g c  
tionary character of the petty-kgeois parties. As socrn 
as the revolution has placed the c las  inkrests of the p m  
1-t and the -try in critical contradiction aot d y  
to the rale of the feudal-imprialist bloc, but a h  to the clam 
mle of the bonrgeoisieI the petty-boar@ groups nrmaliy 
go back to the pi t ion  of the mti4d-reformist p&s. ' 
It is &soIufkly essential that the Commrtnist Partits ia 
these countries s h d d  ffom the very beghhg &mu- 
thms~lves in Ihg most char-crct fashion, W plithlly d 
organisationally, from all the ptty-btqpb group d 
parties. In so far as the needs of the moltltionarg stm& 
demand it, a temporary cwpemtiofl is &ble, add in 
rertain circumstances even a temporary mion between the 
Commmist Party and the national rew,Intiaaq -t, 
mot degenerate info a fasioa of the bnmtmist movemeat with 
the ~ s - r n ~ l u k i o n a r y  movement. The 
/ 
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@a! and ~~ xi+ of the drivhg force of 
tbe mlution cam only proced by way of s gradual and 
m l y  slow of development. If, hm-, 
#rming pmerfnl mvdutimary wave rises earlier, then the 
-ent may quickly be side to a- a much higher stage 
of maturity. Under -ally famnmb1e sirmms~ccs 
it is not even exchrded that: the nmlution there may k able 
in one shgk mighty wave to .a&eve the mnquest of p w e r  
by tb proletariat and peasantry. It h dm possible that the 
prmss, of €he development 66 thc mdutiq from me stage 
tamther more matpre stage dl be ifftempted far sr m e  
g less g r o w  period of b e ,  in garkidar if the coming 
yaw of a p k d  EH&ES a ~~y d l  
k$glttj d is not d great dmti'w. adseqf~ently 2t is 
a- i i  exry w e  'tcl SBbject the co~crete shatim tO 
the m6st amIpis. 
: The fdmhg factors we d decisive s i * ~  for the 
i & ~ t e ~ w e r q f t h e r e w 1 n ~ 0 m f m m o n e ~ b 0  
another bigher stage : (I) The degree of development d the 
pmlarian l q d ~ ~ & i p  of the moment, i.s., of 
tk Qmhitiist ?arLy of f i e  gh& cam- (the nnmM of Its 
m d m ,  its Mepeadent &p&, c o l w h m %  afd fight- 
ing d d ~ s ,  = as *i itg&op.ie and cmndw with the 
mdssea and itrs inflm'mmm the trade union and m t  m o v ~  
mat} ; (a) '  the degree d qpbtisli and the ~ l n t i ~  
4 - g  of the workkg W,  us wid as, tcr a certam d e n t ,  
<.the pssnnt?.. Th? mMmary &ce of the masses 
ss&e's expermm of stmg&; in the h t  pface, Irhration 
from the Muence over them of the b g e &  and 
-a prtkk,  Since th&e prequisitea for the h t  IA4 
mass mthrst of the revofutioa, even in the &t dircam- 
SW~CLD, are m t  onlp to ton b 6 c h t  degree, an un- 
m l l y  d~ redutionargr crisis and am anw&??y 
Egj% a d  perPsmt rdnt3.- wavu are re@d 
for it t~ be pmsible for the b.crPrgeoidemmatic rem11ttim 
withe ai;aofthisoneppsveof ~ ~ p h h l t o l e a d t o  the can- 
plde detory of the pmlehrht m d  peasantry, Such a &- 
;emh$sir e ; ~ .  m 'I~.M R E V O I , ~ ~  
26. Lasing* me,  historical did&s, soch sy $& 
d ~ m t e d  by the n q  c o ~ ~ ~ i e k d  h t  of the +- 
pdsdemwratj.~ rewlution in China, will -give to khe 
d t s ,  &II-~. thm waking in the whb1 -&w, a 
, v-ble ~~ which it is necessary to 8tady d i *  
in order to ,draw the wt. c ~ u ~ i o n s ,  espddly frrm the 
mi&&es committed in the course o£ Commmkt work ia th 
&earn Tbe rise of the rewhhmry wave in China was w- 
~ y ~ g e d  [owrtwoyears), s i a c e i t w a d d ~  
s m t s d  internal war. Inasmuch as the Nodhem a- 
@tion was not rondnckd directtg against the mt h- 
perialist Powers, and inwndz  as the latter, ,to qom- 
ptitim between them, were partially passive dazing :ttpe firs$ 
p&d, whiIe the bmis I d a s h i p  d the p ~ t i m d  IWW 
meat had & d y  fqr s m e  yems h& 4 , i W b d w  
' 
a . d a t e ,  tbwqh limited +tory-ps w d  as ,a qmtmaUt+l 
power hacked up by the stmy, etc.* it U ac@kgb,,e 
s ~ d ~ t h a t  in t ~ s ~ p s e  a.w&W,d&k 
hmqmisk in the be&&g. .I@@, , up49 thR. -d w t m y  war as its:.- pdhdar W., .The. ~ u Q & -  
tang, ia which it pmchlly played a: W g  &,.in .tke 
c a a r s e o f a ~ ~ w n z e t o b e . a t h e ~ e . a d o f ~ ~ ~ d w  
~ l u t i ~ ~ r y  m ~ ~ a n a f ,  a cbmishm which ,mqa~ 
of further events repswted  at^ a t r e d y  d q p  f;or 
C)h the o w  h a d ,  ggwilg ,&,pealEd& OfJtk'dhd 
t h n i ~ C h h a m t l s t b e ~ p m W t k h t k h a t t h e ~ ,  
there was stronger in reEatiotr to it!$ 
e, bnt during upward growth of .&e dnt3w& 
* the gmth of hbnr pweided *!* 
nM rate. ~ u n i ~ ~ . ~ . ~ .  short tire 
fmm being a small gtloap to a Party ~4th ,6u,aao ,-bPas 
b d  presently even -1, sad lt,Egideitldl* 
.orollp the workers. ~ a ' t u P 8 l l y ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~  
~ W # & - ~ ~ ' M - . & M X .  , % h ~ m d s =  ' 
bang in qm11ti.m~y ~ # l d . ~ e , - ,  j4r. 
tioef of Bolsrb*. hGr% *"~ihrr l l ' .  
1 
d 
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# The Rmtutwnury Movement itt tlte Colonies 
fcadahip was takw by wavering elements, which were st31 
d y  60 a very small degree liberated from petty -p is  
qpttdrrt h'aenciies which inadequately understood the in- 
dtptndexlt tasks and role of the Communist Party, and which 
ame out agaibst any decisive development of the agrarian 
mlntion. 
The entry of the Commuaists for a certain period into the 
lading Party of the national rewlutim, the Kuomintang, in 
itself corresponded to the requirements of the struggle and of 
the sitnation, and was also in the interests of the indk- 
pensable Communist work among the fairly wide masses of 
toilers who followed this Party. In addition, at the beginning 
the Communist Party of China received in the territory nnder 
the rnle of the Kuomintang Government the possibility of 
independent agitation among the masses of workers and 
pasants and among the soldiers of the national army and 
&eix organisatims. At that time the Party possessed greater 
pssibilitiea than it actually made tm of. It at that timc did 
not dcient ly  carefnlfy explain to the masses its proieta&u 
class psition in distinction from Sun Yat Senism and other 
petty-boarpis tendencies. In the ranks of the Kuomintang 
the Communists did not m y  out any independent policy, 
ltaving oat of sccoant that in any such inevibible bloc the 
Communists must conduct t h ~ s e ~ ~  in an unconditionally 
critic81 fashion towards the bourgeois elements and always 
come oat as an independent farce. The Commuaists negltcted 
to e x p e  the vacillations of the national-bourgeoisie and of 
borrrgeoiscdemwratic nationalism, just at the time when this 
ought to have constituted one of the most imprkant 
tasks of the CQmmunist Party. The inevitable disruption of 
the Knmintang drew nearer and nearer as the national army 
advanced, but the leadership of the Chinese Communist Pa* 
andettook nothing, or a h a t  nothing, in order to prepam the 
Party in ase of a breach, and in order to parantee its in- 
w e n t  position and to unite the revolutionary workers 
and peasants in an independent fighting bloc which would 
trppose itself to the leadership of the R d n t a n g .  
Thus the bonrgeois counter-revolutionary conp of Chiang 
hi Shek found the mlutiwaxy proletariat compIetely un- 
prepared, and threw its ranks into confusion. Further, the 
leadership of the Communist Party even at that time had17 
mder~tood the process of the development of the revolution 
from one stage to another and did not carry through the 
comet changes in the line of the Party made nece&ssry by4 
this coup. h n c h  as the left-wing of the pettgr-burg& 
leaders of the Kttomintang during the course of a &i 
time still went together ,with the Commaaist Party, therei: 
tbok place a territorial separation; there arose the qamb- 
government of Nanking and Wnhan. But the Communist.. 
Party did not occupy a leading positkt even in Wtihan. 
Very quickly in the Wahan &tory there commend a 
-d period, char-iised, among other things, on the one 
hand, by the presence of elemeats of an incipient, still in- 
definite dual pwer (the seizure by peasant unions of a num- 
ber of ruling functions in the villages, and the errtension of 
the functions of the trade unions, d e t d e d  by the en- 
deavour of the masses to reach a "plebeian" independent 
solutiw of the questions of power), and, on the other hand, 
by the abseace of sufEiciently mature conditima for the organ- 
isation of Soviets as organs of revolt against the Wohan 
Government, in so far as the latter still carried on a revolu- 
tionary straggle against the Nanking Government, which 
represented the treachery of the bourgeoisie to the rewllih. 
The Communist Party at that time directly hindered the 
independent actions of the revolutionary m s e s ,  it did not 
Taditate their task of gathering and o r w i n g  forces, it 
did not assist in b d i n g  down the infintnce of the leaders 
of the Left Kuomintang m d  their position in tbe country - 
and in the army. Instead of ntiZising its participation in the 
Government for these purposes, it, on the contrary, disguised. 
the whole activity of this kvmmmt (individual petty-., 
bourgeois leading members of the Party went so far that they 
even participated in the disarming of the works ,  pickets in 
W h n  and in sanctioning the punitive expedition to. 
Charngsha I ) .  
At the bottom of this opportunist policy lay the hope of. 
aPoidiag a rupture with the petty-bourgeois leaders of the, 
Wuhaa Government. But, as a matter of fact, this rupture 
could only be put off for a short space of time. When he. 
mass fisings acquired a threatening character the leaders of ; 
fie Wuhan Kumintang also began to reach out towards unity 
with their allies on the other side of the hmicadp. The . 
revolntimrg m o m e n t  of the workers and m n t s  still 
continued to exert all its forces in order to arhieve &my.; 
The Communist Party of China now also corrected its liae, 
dwtd a new leadership, and took its place at the of 
F 
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I the dtfh. .But the wvolnti~~1ar~ wave was a h d y  fall- 
k ing. Thd heroic  ma^ struggles under the 1- of soviets 
I cgald d y  achieve a few teqmrary successes. Only in in- d i v i h I  localities did the uprising of the agrarian revolution 
bgin d e n t l y  early, in the remainder the many millions 
of the peasant rearguard were delayed in their advance. 
Instead of the former gross errors of opportunist leadership, 
there were now rwealed, on the contrary, in various places 
erctmmelp harmful patschist mistakes. The preparations for 
risings also did not take place without great mistakes on the 
part of the Communists. The heavy defeats once more threw 
back the revolution, which in the south had already entered 
into the second stage of development, to the starting point 
of this stage. 
TASKS OF THE C.P. OF CHTN.4 
27. T h d s  to the fact that the Chinese national boar- 
gdsie  obtained participation in power, the composition of tbe 
former bloc of the imperialists and militarists was psflly 
altered, and the new ding  bloc now mpresenks the k- 
mediate chief enemy of the revolution. In order to over- 
throw it it is. m s s a r y  to win over the decisive masses of tbe 
proletariat and peasantry to the side of the revolution. This 
cons t i t ab  the most important task of the Chinese Communist 
Party for the immediate future. The Chinese workers have 
alreacly acquired an enormous ea;p&nw. The further 
strengthening and revolutionis&ion of the trade union move- 
ment and the further strengthening of the CdmmuPist PaPty 
is esmtial. A certain portion ~f the Chinese peasantry has 
already outlived bourgeois demmratic illations and s h m  
considerable activity in the xevoluti~nary stmale, bat this 
is only an insignificant minority of the huge peasant w l a -  
tion of Chine. It is very probable that some Wty-bourgeois 
groups will take ap the position of national reformism (inside 
or outside the Kumintang) in order by a certain display of 
boargmk-demacrrrtic opposition to conquer influence over the 
toiling masses (to t h w  ptty-bwrgeois reformists Mong also 
Tang Ping %n and the social-democratic leaders). Under 
no ciKpmstances must the significance of these attemphi be 
ander-estirnated, The isolation of these groups and their 
qmmre before the masses by meam of met Communist 
t& comtitater an absdukly essential precondition for 
t l e  Communist Party to be able to take a really leading p i -  
tion in the rnmmnt of the coming new rise of the revolutionary 
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wave in China, At the present time the Party m e  
evqwhere propagate among the mass= the idea d b e t u s  
the idea of the dictatorship of %he proletmiat and pa&i*, 
and the inevitability of the coming revol~ttionary mua + 
uprising. It must alrendy now emphadse ifi its agitation the 
necessity of werthrow of the ruling bloc and the mobilisatiw 
of the masses for revolutionary demonstrations. Diligently 
stndyhg the objective conditims of the rwolatiom as they 
continue to mattue, atilising every possibility for the mobi- 
lisaticm of the masses, it mast consistwtly and undeviatiflgly 
follow the line of seizure of State power, organisation of 
soviets as organs of the insarrection, expropriatian of the 
landlords and big property ownem, expalsion of the foreign 
imperialists and the confiscation of their property. 
The Immediate Taska of the Communists 
DIFFICULTlFS YN COLONIAL COUNTRIBS 
28. Tb buildittg up a~d dm~lwpmeott of tlts Contmturis&l 
Parties in the colonial and semi-colonies, the removal of th&i 
excessively marked lack of correspondence between the objec* 
tive revolutionary situation and the weakness of the subjec~: 
tive factor, represents one of the most important and primat?; 
tasks of the Communist International. This task comes up 
aeinst  a whole host of objective di%calties, determined by 
the historical development and &a1 structure of these coun- 
tries. Corresponding with the weak development of industry, 
the working class in these countries is still young and, fort 
their population, relatively small in numbers. The coloniab 
regime of terror, as also the presence of illiteracy, numerous1 
, diflerent languages, etc., renders difficalt the organisation and 
dwelopment of the working class in general and the rapid 
.:.. development of the Communist Party in particular. Thb; 
. fluidity d composition and the large percentage of women and 
children are characteristic features of the colonial proletariat. 
In many places seasonal workers predominate, and even the 
basic ranks of the proletariat all still have one foot in the 
village. This facilitates the connection between the working 
class and the peasantry, but makes more difficult the de- - 
velopment of the class-consciousness of the proletariat. 
Experience has shown that, in the majority of colonial 
and semi-colonial countries, an important if not a predomi- 
nant part of the Party ranks in the h s t  stage of the move- 
ment is recruited from the petty bourgeoisie and, in particular, 
from the revolutionarily-inclined intelligentsia, very frequently 
students. It not uncommonly happens that these elemests 
enter the Party kcause they see in it the most decisive 
enemy of imperialism, at the same time not always saciently 
understanding that the Communist Party is not only the 
Party of struggle against imprialist exploitation and 
oppression, but, is the Party which, as the Party of the 
proletariat, leads a decisive struggle against all kinds of 
exploitation and expropriation. Many of these adherents of 
the P d y  in the course of the revolutionary struggle will 
rtach a proletarian class point of view, another part will 
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h d  it more difficalt to h e  t h d m  ta the end Erwn the &, w a d n g s ,  and half-hearted ideology of the, pW 
boar@sie. It is precisely t h e  elements of the W 
find it eqwcislly difficult at thc critical moment to e s h a W  4 
cottectly the role of the natimI boarpisit and to act caw 
skmtly, and withat any kind of vacillation, in the q n d m  
of the agrarian revolntion, etc. The colonial mntries do 
not posses d-demucratic traditions, bat neither do they 
gmwss *xist traditions. Our ywng Parties in the p 
ass of struggle, in the process of building up the Party, mil 
have to overcome the relics of national vtty bourgeois 
ideology in order to find the road to 'Bolshepism. 
These objective difficulties d e  it all the more obliga- 
tory for the Communist International to give an ~bsolntclp 
-1 attention to the tasks of building the Party in the 
colonial and semi-co1wiaI countries, An espcdlg g ~ ~ t  
responsibility in this connection lies with the Communist 
Parties of the imperialist countries. This demands not only 
assistance in the matter d working out the correct political 
line, accurate analysis of m e a c e  in the sphere of or&- 
sation and agitation, but ~Iso systematic education of the 
Party ranks, the creation of a certain minimum of Marxist- 
Leninist l i t e ra te  and its ttanslation into the langaagts of 
the different coloniaI countries, most active assistance in the 
mstter of study and Y& analysis of the economic and 
3-1 problems of the colonies and d-colonies, and in the 
creation of a Patty press, etc. The Communist Parties in 
the colonial and semi-coronial countties are b u n d  to exert 
dl their &orb for the creation of a 'cadre of Party ftxnctimi- 
ades Erom out of the working class itself, utilising members 
of the Party-intellectw1r;-in the role of kaders and IN- 
tarers for propagandist circles and legal and illegal Party 
schools, so as to edncate from the leading workers the neces- 
sarg agitators, propagandists, organisers and leaders per- 
meated by the spirit of teninism. The Communist Parties 
in the cofonial countries mast become gmuinely proletarian 
paties also hi their social composition. Inclading in their 
ranlrs the best elements of the rewlntionarp ia td l i~ts ia ,  
kcomins steeled in the process of the daily struggle and 08 
big revolutionary fights, the Commtlnists Parties m ~ t  give
their chief attention to the task of strengthening the Par*ty 
organisation in the factodes and mines, among the traxqwt 
workers and amwg the 6 - s l a v e s  in the plont&+. 
here where capitalism herds together the proletarr% 
ommunist Party must establish its nuclei, incltiding t b  
Tlas R~ilertbtrory ~ t v u s h m t t  i,c the C o h i e s  
~ r k h g  c l w  tenements, the big working class barracks of 
the f a k e s ,  and the barrack-like plantations so strictly 
m d  from working class agitation. Nor should work be 
a~~ among the journeymen, apprentims and codies 
employed in small handicraft workshop. The native workers 
and the workers who haw come from the metropolis must 
unite together in one and the same Party organisation. The. 
experience of the older Parties in the matter of a correct 
combination of legal and illegal work mmt be utilised in 
accordance with the situation in the different colonial ewn- 
tries, in order as far as possible to avoid that which took 
place, for example in China, where the vast mass organisad 
tions were broken up camparntivcly easily and withmt any 
great internal resistance under the blows of the readon, thns 
greatly wahning the connection between the Communist 
Party and the masses. 
TRADE VNION WORK TN THE: COLONIFS 
20. Alongside the development of the Communist Pady, 
the most important of the immediate genera1 tasks of the 
Communists in the colonies and semi-colonies is that of work 
in the trade nnions. The organisation of the unwganised 
workers, above all in the largest branches of industry (engin- 
eering, mining, transport, testiks, etc. ) ,  the conversion of 
the existing organisafions. into real class trade unions, the 
fight with the national-reformists and reactionary trade un iq  
leaders for the leadership in these organisations-all these 
things must be included in the tasks of trade .union wmk. 
Another categorp of tasks consists in suppork of, the e c o n d  
interests and immediate demands of the W M ~ ~ K S  in the 
struggle with the employers and, in particular, in resofate 
and correct leadership of strikes. It is obligatory for Cm- 
munists ta carry on xeblutionary propagandist work in the 
reactionary trade nnions which contain masses of workers. 
Xu those countries where circramstanms dictate the necessity 
for creating special revolutionary trade unions (kcaw the 
reactionary trade union leadership hinders the organisation 
of the unorganised workers, destroys the most elementarlp 
demands of trade union democracy and converts the trade 
unions into stxikebreaking organiwions, etc.) , it is neces- 
sary to consult on this question with the leadership of the 
R.1.L.U. Special attention needs to ?x giwn to the intrigues 
of the -4rnsterdam International in the colonial countries 
(China, 'India, North Africa), and to the expure of its 
feactionatp character before the masses, It is obligatory for 
a .: g I~uwd ia l c  Tasks of CmurdrB 1 .I: i @, - ,  
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. t b e ~ ~ ~ ~  Party in the m & r q a & . e  - ,&W, .',;"
kelp to the mlnthmy trade mion 
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cdbp by ih, ad* and by sendkg pmanatt 
- : ~ - &  Up b now too little h been b e  in this mtle...~lrO 
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30. Wherever m t  organisatims exist- 
- of their dwactw, as long as they are & saws 
w g m h t i o n ~ t h e  Communist P w  must adofl 
in order to penettate into these organisations. Oae of &e 
immediate h k s  of the Party b the cmzect foxmdatim of 
the agrarian qgestim in the ranks of khe wmking c b ,  
exphhinp to tbe latter the importance and decisive role of 
ih q d a n  mvolntioa and mint ing  ~itmbers of the 
Patty with metho& d agitation, ppgsnda and organha- 
t i o d  work among the ,pe.asantry. %cry Party orgatti-& 
88s the duty of sttrdging the spg&c a&n situation in 
the region of i t s  activity and of fmn1ating the m s g o n d -  
ing e t  demands of the peasants. The Cammanists muit 
-here krtttxupt a0 give a remltitionary c h e e r  to the 
e d h g  pasmt movement. They must organirae W h  new 
r&ot&8xg peasrant trnims and wmt committees, h t w m  
~ M c h a n d t h c ~ ~ P ~ i t i s ~ t o d ~  
spgular d o n a .  W h  iu the.. peasant masses und in the 
ranks of tke. p r o W a t  it is w n t i a t  fo carry on energ&e 
pmpaganda. m fa- of a W n g  bloc of the prolefarkt and 
F-ntFp. 
&miat c'W~r%er$ md Peasants' Patties," whatma 
pwolnti~uary thruacter they may posmm, a n  tw d y  at
p+dar pdds be m a  into mdinarlg petty boar& 
m m ,  and, ~ d i n g l y ,  Comiqnnists a* nbt m x o ~ d e d  
to.* such part3ies. Tht C o m m ~  Party can wsw 
W d  its organisation on the basis of a fusiw of two clmmE 
slad in&@ samemayakit  cannot &itistdtowgsrnirPc 
Q$lner parties on this bask, which i s  chmwtdstic of p&ky 
l lmqpis gro#ps. ThE khting bloc of the - of & 
andpmntstanfmdqxewhincarefdlyppazedaari3 
@&ca51~ m d  joint d a a c p s  aqd cmgmms d 
~~~~ of x e v ~ 1 ~ ~  peasant aaiw (or their 
~t~~ atd of wade anions; in cerEaia &cum- ,it 
may be fwnd w e n t  to h t e  xwolutiort~rp ,-. 
afactlon, 
-. ..- 
@ The R W b h a r y  M m ~ r t  in t h  Cofon i~  
> u&e of the fundarnenbl taslcs of the bmmmist 
is to prom& &e creation of elected soviets of wwkers' and 
-a' deputies. Under any and all cir-S, the 
skmggle and power. 
1 Cumm&t Party is h d  to exert a dedsive influam an 
the p s a n t  movement, to find oat and apply tbw organis- 
tional farms of blot beheen the workers and peasants which 
d l  most of all facilitate the task of leadership in the p e a w  
movement and to create the pre-requisites for the farkher 
hnsformatiw of these fwms into soviets as organs af 
3r. In the colonial countries the proletariafi yotrtb is 
exposed to especially grievous saffwing, and the relative 
part played by the youth in the composition of tbe w m b g  
class is considerably higher in the colonial corntries than in 
the d d  capitafist -tries. The exploitation of the working 
ywtb is subject to no legal limitations; there is no legd 
restriction of the working day, the conditions of l a b  are 
unbearably Mensome  and are accompanied by inhuman 
conduct on tbe part of the employers and overseers. Matters 
are no better with the peasant path. It is not remarkable 
that the worker-peaant youth is taking an active part in all 
the revolutionary movements of the colonial. mntrks. From 
this ymth was derived a great part of the rew,lutionary 
organisations and peasant armies in China, the gaerrilfa 
armies of Korea, which have carried on the struggle against 
Japanese colonim, as well as the participants in the heroic 
risings in Indonesia, etc. 
An immediate fundanmental task of the c!ommdst 
Youth International in the culonies is the meation of m b  
tionary mass organisations of the proletarian youth mdet 
Communist leadership, i-e., mass Cornmanid Youth h g t ~ s .  
In this connection the training of gsenaindy Communist 
lading cadres of the youth mwement is just as important 
as xmrhg a mass character and basic proletarian mpd- 
tim for the Communist youth organisations. Together with 
the working youth, it is desirable to attract the best and 
most devoted rewlationary elements taking part in the 
peasant youth movement in order to strengthen the p k -  
tatian elements in the leading organs of the Communist Yo& 
h a p s .  .A mass recdtmwt of the youth from non-prole- 
brbn strata into the Communist Youth h g a e s  is only 
permissible to the degree that there is guaranteed in the 
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latter an overwhelming proletarian composition and 5fm 
Communist leadership. 
While &king part in all struggles of the Cmmu&t 
Party, the Commapist youth organisation must avoid both 
efforts to pat itself in the place of the Party as regards 
leadership of the working class (the -ailed "vanguard" 
tendency) as also the peculiar liqnidatory tendencies ex- 
presstd in the denial of the necessity for a youth Communist 
movement and in the reduction of the significance of tbe Cam- 
munist yonth organisation to the role of student or other 
general indefinite ymth organisations. 
Young Commnnist Leaguers of the colonies, with the 
object of winning over the wide masses of the youth taking 
part in the workers', peasants and revolationary movements, 
and of liberating them from the idaencc of national- 
reformism and psead~rwol utionary tendencies, must aIso 
make nse of a system of anxilimy and, in relation to the 
Y.C.L. legal organisations, bnilding them on the basis of a 
revolutionary programme and securing the leadership for 
the Communist Party and Y.C.L. 
The s.C.L. must work in the already existing orgmlnisa- 
tions in such a fashion as to draw them into revolutionary 
activity and to win influence and Ieadersbip within them. 
While utilising all these organisations and drawing the work- 
ing masses of the ywng workers into the revolutionary 
struggle, the Y .C.L. organisations must not lose their inde- 
pendence or diminish their immediate work. The loss of 
the Communist youth charsscter and the consequent possible 
loss of their leadership over the revolutionary youth m e -  
ment represents a great danger to be faced. Consequently, 
whiIe ntiIising, developing and working in a u x i l i i  
organisationa, the Y .C.L. mnst strengthen its own immediate 
work, coming out o p I y  before the masses uf workin? ymth 
and attracting the best elements of the mass orgamatiohs 
into the ranks of the Y.C.L. In the number of these 
organisations mnst be reckoned the yonth sections of the 
trade anions and peasant anions, associations of working 
youth, anti-miIi&rist unions, spmts associations, locd 
anions, etc. 
The Sixth Congress of the Communist Internatid 
makes it obligatory far all Communist Parties in the colonies 
to render all possible assistance in the creation and 
development of the Communist you& movement, and to 
struggle against any deviations or bgtkward views in the 
wldng c b  and wade h s  whkh express themselw in 
innwinn the interests of the workinrr m t h  and in dkhcfina- 
I THE: POSITION OF WOMEN AND CHIL.DR&N . A 
s h s  and plunderous forms. The most -&b11e stamtioa 
r wams, an unbearably lonrr working day, the asmciation in 
time, there is carried on a widespread reactionary work 
among the plekarian women on the part of the bourgeoisie, 
missionaries, etc., who have at their disposal considdIe 
mwetary resources. But the women workers of the colonies, 
driven to desperation, are gradually awakening to class con- 
sciousness, are entering upon the revolutionary path and 
decisively and boldly joining the ranks of _the struggling 
colonial proletariat. This was evident, abwe all, in the self- 
sacrificing participation of the Chinese working women in 
the events of the revolution (mass strilres of women workers, 
individual acts of heroism of women workers, the entrance 
of peasant women into the ranlrs of guerrilla fighters). The 
Communist Parties of the coJ.&s and semi-colonies must 
pay great attention to work mwg these &ah, p h c u h t l y  
in euterprises where women's laboar predominates, system- 
- . . - . - - -. , ---- -----,--- 
indicates below some of the & ~ s t  important of these Im- 
lip&ate tasks. 

W& &e p e  
wmk in the 
&caI tdnhg d the mtmk&p ;Of &Q Partyt in the 
d & g  Of their faolitid 1 4  :Ebe #tab&ment of qswli- 
&C propaganda af Of anear& Zpninism, invqsk3&imr 
d~tbt- q b n m  '4 lewms of the p&g.btagq# af tbi5 
G b h k e  xemIutim ( e  W;ahah p&d, the Qantw'' 
timJ stc.). Is rektiaa to *Yhtxd* pprties (Tan ? !  
W s q  T&hgrei]* repnw~ting a w a r n  of. h bau* 
;lafi;ldlt.ad ctm&r mlptiwr, the task af the C:%wz 
mmidParty consists in s decisive shggk Wa 
b&lte expmttrpostuo, on kite b& d 9 pnwW mti-+& 
d am& ntwemwt of the ~tio~rrl-d-.  :aCM,&, .$ 
~ , 3 R w i w . m ~ * 5 ~ ~ ~ . ~ *  L .  , * , . ;  -;, 
L 
he fUnbwbI dogam* &mn&*lw r to w i n  over the m, are h f or iOSa~d '  'tlL= 
I.ti) 00- of -G- ~ ~ r i ~ & ~  
(VI ~sta&hmeat of the power of soviets wm&, 
peasants' and soldiers' representatives. I ,  
(vi) The 8-hour working day, kcrewe of wages, as$& 
the peasants and soldiers. 
. (oiii) The abolitim of all governmeatal. rnilhrist and 
l d  w e s  and levies; a single pragcessim1y gmdnated 
in- tax. 
- (ix) Union with fie U.S.S.R, and the world pdet&n 
- movement. 
mIA 
34. The b i c  tasb of the Indicrtz C o m m ~  caasist 
in simggle against British imptrialism for the -ci@on 
of the country, for destmction of all relics of feudalism, hr 
the agrarian ~ 1 t i t i ~  and for establishment of the dfw- 
ship of the prelehiat a d  peasantry in the form d a &t 
w b l i c .  These taske can be hiummfttEEy d c d  out d y  
w h  there will be ma@ a pow& Commmrist Perty 
whi& will be able to place iW at .the head of the wide 
massw of the working claw, peasantry and d1 the h k s ,  
and ta lead t h ~  in the m g l e  #gainst the'ftad~l-impiaEtd 
blae, .. . 
The strike movetaent of the Indian proletariat nwp'W& 
iag: place, its independence from W @ s  sat#+Esm, fhe 
all-hdim charactw of this mo~ment, its de~tribtim over 
Jmost all branches of industry, the ~ n d  pr+ 
traded , the s t t r b ~ e s s  axid* ge8t 4 t e  
n w  with which the work- have mad &&I on,' 
mmkg fomard of leaders of the strikes from the M 
& wmkcrs t h m d W I  thw things ,&tote a tiir3of&8 
in the history d tlnc struggle uf the 'Indian pro90wt, 
md prove that in India fhe: pmcod9tims have ma- 
which are tsstfltiat for the mation of a mass ~ * $ &  
P w *  The d o n  of an m p d r  &I .in&&& 
cmmnmists s&tered dlmghmt WtlaWp i& &.&j& 
J 
. -A 
-&stst. wll& mjdng the 
of tbe Party oa a two-chss basis, 
the existence of a 
armed with the 
of the Communist 
for the immediate 
and other cnteqwks; and these must take an active part is 
the hlmu mwernent, in the organisation and condact of 
strikes and political demonstrations. The Cwuntmist 
argwiations mtmt from the kginning devote special 
attention to the training of leading Party cadres Xrom the 
ranks of the workers. 
En the fr& wims, tk Idam C h w m d s t S  must 
m l t s s l y  epose the national-reformist leaders and c a r q  
OIP a d d v e  struggk for the conversion of the trade unions 
ipts genuine -class orenisatim of the proletariat and fm 
t h  rephxmetat of the present reformist l d r s h i p  by co& 
&tat ~wlatiomry represenhtives from the mass of the 
&s. It is especially necessary to expose the method so 
d kvawd by Tadh refrPrmists of deciding mn0icts by 
oh petitim to tlre r%presentatives of British imperial- 
iant, as well as b @ k p d d ' '  courts for adjudication bt- 
tween workers and employers. In this straggle, it is necesmy 
ta push forword the b a n d s  for trade nab demacracy, 
for putting the trade uabn apparatus into the hands of thc 
mkers, etc. The hers for Party wurk in the trade w*ms 
must be the Commuaist fractions as well as groups foaaded 
by the C o ~ ~  and m n g  with them. It is 
essary  to titilist the presmt stxike wave hi ordtx to organ- 
k tkc u ~ o r @ ~ d  mmrkers. The miners and engineerjag 
' wtxlters, the c d k  working on the phtations and a & d -  
h a d  hbmm in gewal, rqmstnt the k t  mgamkd 
iloctiona of the I n d h  ~~ and the hmists  d 
@ dm& the mxsary d o n  to them. 
tian of the m t r y  and the expulsion d the hi&&&, fi In relation to the peasantry and peasant oi@Wm$ ! / 
the Indian Communists are faced ahwe dl with the I!&@.& , t 
acquainting the widest strata of the peasmtrg w&h $& 
general demands of the Party in the agrarian question, &d 
which parpase the Party must work out an agmrip g m  
gramme of action. Through workers connected mth 
village, as well as dirrctly, the Communists mast 
It must be remembered that under no &cumtanma am,, 
the Communists relinquish their right to open criticism OF 
the opportunist and reformist tactics of the leader~hip of 
mass organisations in which they work. 
XNDONBSIA 
I 
I L 
Tb Rmduthmzy M m m t  &a t b  C o h i s s  
moetio041 with the Communist mowmmts in 
n&a-these are some of the most important tasks 
of the Indonesian Communist Party. 
KORBA - -  1 . 
. 36. In Korea, the Communists must strengthen their 
work in the ranks of the proletariat, and in their efforts for 
a genaal increase of activity and strengthening of the 
workers' organisations and peasant federations, they must 
attempt to secure the reorganisation of the trade unions so 
that they include the most important strata of the working 
class and combine economic struggle with political demands. 
At the same time, they must associate in the closest possible 
fashion the demands for the national emancipation of the 
country with the slogan of the agrarian revolution, which is 
acquiring evermore pressing importance in consequence of 
the growing pauperisation of the p e a s a n e  under the plun- 
t 
dering colonial regime. 
In the ranks of the toiling masses, from which are 
derived the big religious-national unions (Chnn-Dakyo, etc. ) , 
it is necessary to carry on a patient, revolutionary educa- 
tional work in order to I lkate  them fxom the influence of 
the national-reformist leaders. The Communist movement 
must be strengthened in a11 existing revolutionary mass 
organisations; instead of attempting to create a general 
natioml~rwolutiwary party, on the basis of individuql 
membership, endeavours must be made to mrdimte  and 
unite the activities of the diflerent national-rewlutiwary 
organisations with the aid of local committees of action, sq 
as to create, in fact, a bloc of revolutionary elements under 
proletarian Communist leadership, eriticising in so doing the 
half-heartedness and vacillations of the petty bourgeois 
nationalists and continually unmasking them before the 
masm. New forces must be drawn into the Communist 
Party, ahve  all from among the industrial. workers; this 
will be the best guarantm for the Bolshwik development of 
the Party, and especially it will facilitate the absolutely 
necessary Iiqnidation of the harmful spirit of fractionalism 
in its ranks. 
BGYPT 
37. In Egypt, the Commnnist Party will be able to 
play an important role in the national movement, but only 
if it bases itself on the organha proletariat. The amnia- 
tion of trade unions among the Egyptian workers, the 
' I 
r 
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strengthening of the clns. struggle, and M h i p  in the,; 
class struggle are, cod$qaently, 'the first and prost impore- .t' 
ant tasks of the h m a P i s t  Partg.. The' -test dangetk 
to the trade union movement iq Egypt at the present time . 
lies in the bourgeois nationalists getting control of the 
workers' trade unions. Withdut a dmisitre struggle against 
their influence, a genuine claw organisathi of the workers 
is impossible. One of the essential defects of tk Bgyptian 
Communists in the past has been that thw have worked 
exclusi~ely among the urban workers. A m t  &g 
oat of the agrarian question, the p a d d  ~PB* h t ~  the 
revolutionary struggle of the wide maswr d mhtd 
workers and peasants, and the organisation aP thst -, 
constitutes one of the most important task& for the PiV-tJT, 
Special attention needs to be devoted to he 'btrik$ing.mp'of 
the Party itself, wbicb is stiI1 very weak. l 
NORTHERN AFRICA 
38. In the French colonies of North A*, the €am- 
munists must carry on work in all the s l d y  4- 
n a t i o n - v o t i a  mass organisations in + to d t e  
through them the genuine revolutionary el-ts on .a q- 
&tent and clkar platform of a fighting bloe of worketa a d  
peasants. As far as the organiqtion Etoile Mmd A f r i d I h  
is concerned, the Communists must secure that it &%@bps, 
not in the form of a pa*, but in the form of -a fighung b r ~  
of various revoIutionary organisations, collectipeIy d a -  
ting with it rn a whole the trade unions of industdal my 
agriculttlral workers, peasant unions, etc. In so dd:, it # 
necessary to guarantee the leading role of the WOI~OW 
proletariat, and for fhis purpose it is necesmrg, aboPe 'd, 
to develop the trade union movement as the most I m w  
organisational mass basis for Communist id-. 'l%e 
achievement of an ever-closer c-ation of the mMgn- 
ary d o n s  of the white proletariat with the natie working 
class must be o w  constant task. Tn the agrarian e m ,  
it is necessary to lx able to direct the growing h 8 t d  of the 
village population, evoked by the policy of &p&&thn 
conducted by French impuialism, into the &@'M we 
fa1 organid strtrggIe (improved organisatha of Webo, of 
agxicultaral workers, strengthening of unionn of j r ~ 1  
wmkm in Algiers, etc.) . The C o m m d  or&- in 
each individual corntry mast at-ct into hs d' 3ir ihe 
first phce native workers, fighting. a@& say neg'ligamt 
THE NEGRO QUESTION 
- 39. In connection with the colonial qnestion, the Sixth 
Congress draws the cfose attention of the Commanist Partics 
bo the negro question. The position of the negroes varies 
in different countries and accordingly requires concrete in- 
vestigation and analysis. The territories, in which compact 
negro masses are to be found, can be divided according to 
their general features into the foIlowing gm~ps: 
(i) The United States and some Sonth American 
countries, ia which the compact negro masses constitute a 
minority in relation to the white population, 
(ii) The Union of South Africa, where the negrms are 
the majority in relation to the white colonists. 
(iii) The negro States which are actually colonies or 
'semi-colonies of imperialism (Liberia, Haiti, $an-Domingo) . ' 
- (iv) The whole of Central Africa divided into the 
colonies and mandated territories of various imperialist 
Powers (Great Britain, France, Portugal, etc.) . The tasks . 
of the Communist Parties have to be ddned in their depend- 
ence on the concrete situation. 
In the United States are to be found 12 million negres. 
The majority of them are tenants, paying rent in Hind and 
lijping under semi-feudal and semi-slave conditions. The 
p i t i a n  of these negro tenant farmers is d y  the same as 
that of agricultural labomem, being only formally disk- 
gtlishable firom the slavery that the constitution is supposed 
' to have abolished. The white landowner, uniting in one 
person, landlord, merchant and usurer, cntploys the lynching 
of negraes, mgregation and other methods of American 
bourgeois democracy, ~ o d u c i a g  the worst forms of q l d t -  
ation of the slavery period. Owhg to the industrialisation 
of the South a negro proletariat is coming into existence. At 
the same time, the emigration of the negrms to the North con- 
tinues at an ever-increasing rate, where the huge majority 
of negrms become anskilled lahmmrs. The growth of the 
negro proletariat is the most important phenomenon of 
recent y m s .  At the same time tbexe arises in the n e p  
quarter-the negro g h e t w  petty bourgeoisie, from which 
is derived a stratum of intdlectuals and a tbin stratum of 
W $ e ,  t h e  latter acting +e am1 pf ...h&dism. , 
O n e d t b t ~ i m ~ ~ ~ t ~ o f . t h e C o m m ~ t P ~  
d a b  in tbt smggk for n o m p h  azla real equality of 
the negms, furtk & ~ d d l ~  sf racial, sdal and 
political hqaalities. Tt is the due of the C a m m d  
Paxty to carry on the most uterge& s tq& against any 
exhibition of white chanvinigm, to &ve resistapm 
against lynching, to stragthen its w a k  -g negro prok- 
tarians, to draw into its ranks the most ~~ ehents 
d the negro workers, to  fight far the acceptance of negro 
workers in dl organisations of white workera, and @ollg 
in the trade unions (which d ~ s  not exclude, If v, 
their organisation into separate trade anions), fo or nrse 
the masses of peasants and agricnlttlrel workers tn the h, 
to carry on work among the negro petty bomgeda %d& 
such as ''Harveyisrn" and to carry on a strag& the 
influence of such tendencies in the working class a d  w- 
antry. In those regions of the Sonth in which mmpct 
masses are living, it is essential to pat f o i w d  the wtl 
of the aRigbt of Self-determination for N m . "  A raw 
transformation of the agrarian stractare of the sonthem 
States is one of the basic tasks of the mlntion. W E ~ F ~  
b u n n i s t s  mast explain to non-negro workers and 
ants that d y  thejr close anion with the whik pddarid 
and joint struggle with them against the American bourgdgit 
can lead to their liberation from barbamas exploitation and 
that only the victorions proletarian revolution will 'tomphkly 
and permanently solve the agrarian and national quesths 
of the Southern United States in the interests of the m- 
whelming majority of the negro populotim of tht mtrg. 
In the Union of Smt h Africa, the negro masses, which 
constitute the majority of the population, are being expro- 
priated fmm the land by the white colonists and by the 
State, are deprived of political rights and of the right of 
freedom of movement, are subjected to most brutal forms of 
racial and class oppression, and suffer simnltaneoaslg from 
pre-capitalist and capitalist methods of exploits$on and 
oppression. The Communist Party which has already 
achieved ddnite successes among the negro proletariat, has 
the duty of continuing still more energetically the shggk 
for complete equality of rights for the negrws, for the h l i -  
tion of a11 special regulations and laws directad against 
mgmes,  and for m6scation of the land of the h d k d s .  
In drawing into its organisation non-negro workers, mganis- 
ing them in ha& unions, and in carrying on a straggle for 
~nrntrie i  to pat an end to t h e  indifference which the$ have 
exhibited in regard to the mass movements in &&9e colonies, 
and instead to  afford energetic s u p m  both in the imp+&& 
centres and in the colonies themselves to these movements, a t  
the same time attentively studying the sibtion in these 
countries for the purpose of exposing the b l d y  -loits of 
imperialism and of creating tbe possibility of orgmkatiwal 
connections with the developing proletarian elements there 
which are so mercilessly exploited by imperialism. 
ULTIEJ AMERICA 
40. ,Tn Lath America, the Communists must every- 
where actively participate in the revolutionary mass move- 
ments directed against the landlord regime and agah!t 
impmidism, even where t h e  mwements are still nuder the 
leaderhip of the petty bourgeoisie. In so doing, how-, . 
the Commnnists may not under any circttrnstatms politically 
stibrdhate themselves to their possibly temporary ally. 
While struggling for the hegemmy darirlg the revolutionary 
mommat, the Commnnist P d e s  must strive in the first 
place for the political and organiwtiond independence of 
their Parties, s m r h g  its trasfmustion into the leading 
party of the p l e t d a t .  In their the C o m m d  
must especkdy emp- the following slogans: 
[i) Expropriation w i h t  compensation and the hand. 
ing over of a part of the big plantations and latifrcdia* to the 
collective cultivation of the agricaltaral workers, and the 
distribution of the other portion %&ween tbe pea~ants, tenant 
- farmers and colonists. 
.(ii) Confiscation of foreign e t l t e r p k  (mines, indus- 
trial enterprises, banks, etc.) , and of the -big e n t q a k s  of 
the national bourgeoisie and big landlords. - 
liii) The repudiation of State debtsi and the liquidation 
sf any kind of control over the country on. the part of 
impmidism. 
(iv) The introduction of the &hour working day and 
the stamping out of semi-slavelike conditions of I*. - 
(v) The arming of the workers and .-ts and the 
conversion of the army into a workers' and peasants' militia. 
(vi) The establishment of the soviet p e r  ofh the 
workers, peasants and soldiers, in place of the class ,.ale of 
the big landlords and of the church. The centpal p b ~ c  in
Communist agitation must be occupied by the slogan of a 
Workers' and Peasants' Gavernment, in contradiatintion to 
the so-called "revolntionary" governments of the military 
dictatorship of the petty baargeoisie, 
.The . fundamental pre-requisite for the success of the 
whole revolutionary movement in these countries Lies in the 
ideological and organisational strengthening of the C~mmun- 
ist Parties and in their connection with the toiling masses, 
and with the mass organisations. The Communist M e s  
mast unceasingly strive for the organisation of the i n d m  
workers into class trade unions, especially the workers in big 
enterprises owned by imperialism, for the raising of the 
level of their political and class consciousness and fat. the 
eradication of reformist, anarchesyndicalist and carpmate 
ideology. At the same time it is necessary to mgurnise the 
ptasants, tenant farmers and cultivators, into peasant anioas. 
It is necessary to assist the extension of sections of the IR l lpe  
Against Imperialism, in which Communist fractions mast 
carry on work, Very important is the closest possible mutual 
mperation between all the revolutionary mass orpnisa- 
tions of workers and peasants, and primarily of the Corn- 
- * Huge farmu or plantrtiom worked by sari labonr. 
TASKS IN IMPERIAL COXYNTEITES 
41. Tbe immediate tasks of the Commmist Parkies of 
the i~ewidisist countvies in the colonial question bear a three- 
fold character. In the $rst place, the establishment of 
w l a r  cwnections M w e e n  the Cmwnm* Parties and the 
m1mtianaty trade a&m organisations of the imp&ali& 
centres, on the one hand, and the correspondiqg fevolntim- 
ary organisations of the colonies, on the other hand. The 
m n d o n s  hitherto esta5Kshed ktween the Cammudst 
Parties of the imprialist cenbes and fhe revolutionary 
orgaiaisations of the mms~onding colonid m t r i e s ,  with 
the exception of a few cases, cannot be regded as adequate. 
This fact can only in part be e~pfbned by objective *- 
mlties. It is necessary to reqp i se  that so far not all the 
Parties in the Communist Tnterriational have fally under- 
stood the decisive s igdhnce  of the estab1ishment of d m ,  
regular and constant relations with the ~volationaty move- 
menb in the colonies for the parpose of affording these 
movements active sugpwt and immediate practical help, 
Only k so far as the Communist Parties of the imperialjst 
- cotfnfrhs render in fact pfactical assistance to the revolt+ 
t i s n q  movement in the colonies, in so far as their help 
actually facilitates the struggle of the corresponding c o M 1  
m t r i e s  against imperialism, can tW position in the 
co1otlial question be rtcognr*sed as s genstineIy Bolshevik me. 
In this lies the criterion of the revohtiwary activity in 
general. 
The second series of tasks consists in genttine sapport 
of the strdggle of the colonial peoples against imperialism 
throngh t h  orgafiisation of mass demonstrations and sther . 
effective activities of the prolebriat. In this sphere, the 
advity of the Conurnid Parties of the big mpitalibt m n -  
tries has also been insufficient. The prepratim and orgami- 
sation of such demon,strations of solidarity must andoubkdy 
kcome one of the basic ekents of Commnnist agitation 
among. the mass of the workers d the capitalist cottfltries- 
The C3ommmists must expose the trae spoliatorg character 
of the capitalist coh i a I  regime by all the agitatirrtlal 
means at its dispsal (press, ptlblic demons~tims, prlia- 
Immediate Tasks of Cmmwaists Bx 
men- platform) ; thy d h s l y  tear aside the 
m&workoflieswi4hkheMpdwhichthc&nitd~~isi 
qmcsabed  as an of cidis&ion and g!amd props&. 
A H a l  task in this is &a&c a ~ i j l s t  aidon- 
ary oxganisatioas, which act as d the most deckhe 
lwers far imperialist expansion and for e n h t  of the 
colonial peoples. 
The Cammunists mast mobdie +he widb mwses Bb 
workers and peasants in the capitalist cou&r+~ am tlse basis 
of the demand for granting, tmmnd&dIy and withaat 
reservation, complete State independmee Icrtd ts 
the colonid peoples. The fight agaiart the bw-- 
of colonial risings, against armed k k m & h  blf &e h- 
perialists against the notional revalatio~ls, e atsptwth 
of the military a g ~ v e n e s s  of imperialim, wi& & trew 
armed +es of territory, demands from the bt~~~tionOa 
pr&t&at systematic, organised and self-dw struggle. 
It is necessary to take into account the Ietww i o  k h a m  
fma the fact that not a single section of the 
I n W d  in the capitalist countries baa s m c d d  C an 
lnak degree in m o b i l i s i  the massts for actim mpprk 
of '3 e Chinese revalation aphst  the unceasing of 
world ' . . . The preprations for war, &e 
at& m-listr against the peoph of 
colonies, with a view to their npScatim," p h  tbe hasP 
of active sup* for the colonial revolnkb in the tzex&te 
of attention and struggle for the proletarkt of the 
countries. 
Striving for the immediate recall of the -4 fmree~ 
of imperialism frora the o# mintria, +,- 
P k s  must work ftt ldngly for the sf- 
d m  in mdu to prevent the trmsport=d rwni- 
tiom to the colonies. 
The struggle agbiwst the c o h i u l  f i k y  of socjtd&ww- 
c n z q  must be looked ttpw by the C o m m d  ParYg ss an 
organic constituent part of its struggle a@& -MI%. 
The Second International, by the pudm it on thc 
cohid @on at its last Con- in Bmsds,  1- W y  
gim sanction to wbat has a M y  always k fhe 
dvie of the diE& &&list parti= of Me 
count& d m h g  tlve wwar pws. The COW p o H q  of 
&Z&tmcmqisapoIiqof ~ v ~ ~ a f ~  w .  
in the exploibtim and o p p h  of the c o h M  peopb. It 
h~ u W d y  dqkd the point d view whkh Iks at the 
.ad-, +he most sfr-efal a d  r&Mve --T 3, 
didbag tk q l o i t s  of i m e d k m  in t h ~  m W s .  It "dim 
the -1 cmkm% d'* a @ a s t  cotdar i@sm % 
4My i ~ o f e s  tb% M M ~ C ~ O X ~  'Mkwew &onid palicy a 4  
&e danger of' a new imperialist w q ,  wXeb is he&&g 
the pletaiat and t d h g  mapws of the vbk mid. 
&i!r the indignation d the .domid p p l m  hils mat m 
~ c i @ t o r y  -gIe again& -m, .soci&I&mo&&y,, 
m & m @ m r g  it6 lying p W ;  in ptmtiw C I W B ~  , ~ d &  
.qt .& si& of the im@afist ~ ~ r s  of tbe rnlt$&g, 
the last few years, the socialist p& of dl thg 
@btlf'4ie mun&ies have been voting for the credits wMch 
the Gavmmt& of these coda demand for the 
@n of war against the d d  pi~p1es s%ru&g for +heir 
Man (Mormm, Syria, Indoflda), they t h d v e g  t& 
q part in h z  basimss of d a t i a 1  apldhtim IPkql~ 
s@li& act as governors in t?k col& at the qmbtmenk 
& im&Iist ktrtmenta,  the d a M  w e e 8 i  of 
Mgiam: paptitipate in ipIda1 eatwpritm -for the ex$lc&a- 
ofthe n e p  pphtim bf the Cmgo), 4 thy v' 
03 the most -el meamre Pw the 13uppmdog of c&hl 
ttpridngs k?efeace by -the f + e ~ ~  )of the B+h L a j m ~  
P* of i-tion in em, the actidty of the D&+I 
mSdal isf  PwQ ia &fen& d %h& W a a  bf the &@k- 
&ion in Indmd]. The d - d - c  th-, dleghg 
&at the epihii& ~~~ pegbe w 'bp &ed and m-, 
nrkd into a ' g o d  m f W  regime,% is 8 & W I ~ & P P M ~ B  
the, &141:mmats attemfi ta o w d  their b && 
 st *. The cornmu* must tear &$3 * 
fmn them and h m & t a € e  ts, the 6- massm d &he. 
imperialist -tries that the SQ&W pa&3 are th. C$Y 
b* ..nn &€@ q m R h s  d i m w h f i d t  m W 1  
pliq, Wt they have h this, aphete betrayed io, $he: w. 
.Bag#& -fdlb their o m  *swwst -pro- and a t , *  
hawe ,heme an w@d i m e a E &  phmdtr in t & : j  
*akl#&i&d**- 
a t e , ~ ~ m m l & ~ * , i : ~ ~ b *  
attempt of the s o c i d ~ b ,  made wffh the aid nf tire 
capitalist Governments, to -d' WX h h a q e  in the 
colonies and to establish there thir own d o n s  and &- 
sations. These nttemph -d to pofJsy of &at 
portion of the imperialist ' d m k s  w&h makes it ib & 
to reinforce its positions in the cohmks by hybg ap of 
definite strata of the native poptilation. The a p ~ & ~  con* 
ditions obtaining in some colonies may l ad  $r c d a k  
t o  these attempts and lead to the k m p a a q  d d u p e n t  of 
a reformist movement in these conhtrim wder &c Muum 
of the social-democracy of the capitalist COOM~&B. The task 
of the Communists must be to wage a .  &+pi* abggBe 
against such attempts, to expose the colw &.of 
socialists before the native masses and in this xay G -@re& , 
against the social-democratic l e a d e r s - - m t s  J * W E  
ism-the same well-deserved hatred which the qqdd 
colonial peoples bear against the kprhlhb* 
In a11 these spheres, the Communist Pat& of the 
'capitalist countries can only achieve success if they ah,.- 
an an intensive propaganda in their rn rank in 4~ WI" 
explain the Communist attitude to the colonial, qmathj hr 
order to eradicate completely every vestige of d a J *  
-tic ideology in this question and to resist' any pdhk ') 
deviation from the correct Leninist line. 

